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ABSTRACT
One of the problems of current interest to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration is the prediction of damage to spacecraft during
water-landing impact. Technically speaking, this problem is one of the
damage to a shallow spherical cap impacting a relatively incompressible
liquid. For many purposes, the problem can be further reduced to one of
the quasi-static collapse load on partially loaded, rotationally symmet-
ric, shallow spherical caps with simply-supported and clamped edges. The
objective of the research reported here was to develop appropriate tech-
niques for obtaining bounds and exact solutions for the collapse loads
of such partially loaded, shallow spherical caps.
In this investigation tho tn6ory of limit analysis is used to inves-
~ Is	 tigate collapse loads of partially loaded, shallow spherical caps. The
treatment is restricted to rotationally symmetric loads and geometry,
with both simply supported and clamped boundary conditions. The cap ma-
terial is considered to be rigid-perfectly plastic and to obey the Tresca
yield condition and flow law. The structure is approximated by a sandwich
shell cross section; thus, the yield condition becomes piecewise linear.
Upper and lower bounds are obtained for the simply supported cap.
Lower bounds are determined through the use of a statically admissible
stress field based on fields previously used in determination of lower
bounds for uniformly loaded caps. Upper bounds for the simply supported
cap are determined through the use of appropriate kinematically admissible
velocity fields. For very shallow caps, a field based upon the results
for the uniformly loaded spherical cap is used. For deeper caps, a dif-
ferent field, involving discontinuities, was required. The resulting
x
bounds were very close for the very shallow caps but diverged appreciably
for caps approaching the limit of shallow cap classification. Results
presented include curves of collapse pressure vs. cap angle for several
cases of loauing and cap thickness.
For the partially loaded clamped spherical cap it was possible to ob-
tain an exact solution by determining fields which were shown to be both
statically and kinematically admissible. Results include presentation of
distribution of stress and velocity distrihutions as well as collapse pres-
sure as a function of cap angle.
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CHAPTER I
	
r	 INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been considerable interest in deter-
mining the load carrying capacity of shell structures loaded beyond
the elastic limit of the material. Even though portions of the struc-
ture material may have reached yield, more load usually may be carried
by the structure. If the structure is made of a rigid-plastic mater-
ial, then the theory of limit analysis may be used to determine the
load carrying capacity of the structure. In this theory, it is
assumed that a structure made of such a material is subjected to
	
{	
gradually increasing loads which are fully prescribed to within a
magnitude parameter, p. For sufficiently small loads the structure
will remain rigid. For larger values of the load, part of the struc-
ture will 'become plastic; however, the structure as a • whole will
remain in equilibrium due to the surrounding material which is rigid.
If the loads are increased further, an increasing portion of the
structure will become plastic, and, for a particular value of the load
intensity p, the surrounding material will no longer be able to main-
	
^.V
	 tain the structure in equilibrium. With a load of such intensity,
the structure will undergo plastic deformations and will no longer be
serviceable. The load intensity at which this takes place is called
the "collapse load." In this treatment the assumption has been made
s
1
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that the deformations are sufficiently small that changes in geometry
may be ignored. Also, it has been assumed that inertia forces are
negligible and therefore the deformations take place under quasistatic
conditions.
A review of the literature shows that much work has been done
in determining the load carrying capacity of shell-type structures.
f
Limit analysis of uniformly and partially loaded circular plates [1921
has led to exact predictions of collapse loads. Rotationally symmetric
shells, in particular the spherical cap which is loaded over the
entire surface with uniform intensity, have been investigated exten-
sively; however, in contrast, the spherical cap which is loaded only
over a portion of the cap surface has received little attention.
The purpose of this investigation is to examine certain partially
loaded spherical caps and to determine exactly ortobourd the intensity
of the collapse load, using the theory of limit analysis.
The distribution of the loading over the cap surface is to be
circular, concentric with the cap apex axis, and have uniform intens ity.
Complete rotational symmetry is assumed; therefore, no loads or defor-
mations in the circumferential direction of the cap are allowed.
The cap is assumed to be made of a rigid-plastic material and obey the
Tresca yield condition and the associated flow rule. The edge boundary
conditions of the caps to be investigated are those of simple support
and clamping. For the simply supported case, there will be no normal
or tangential displacements and no restraint against rotation along
Numbers in brackets refer to the List of References.
w	,:
z
3the outer edge of the crap. The clamped case allows no displacement or
rotation along the outer edge.
One of the first investigations of a uniformly loaded plastic
spherical cap was performed by Onat and Prager [3] in 1954. The load
carrying capacity of shells of revolution made of a rigid-plastic
material that obeys the Tresca yield condition and the associated flow
rule was investigated. The work considered axially symmetric condi-
tions of loading and support. The yield criterion was specified in
terms of the stress resultants of the shell, and the associated flow
rule was given in terms of the rates of extension and curvature of the
middle surface of the uniform thick shell. Through the use of the
yield condition and flow rule, the load intensity at which a rigid-
plastic shell would first begin to deform could be obtained. A uni-
formly loaded spherical cap, clamped along the boundary, was used as
an example to demonstrate the theory. The bounds obtained for the
collapse load were very crude, especially for shallow caps, where the
solution .was based on the assumption of a membrane-type stress field.
The complexity of the mathematical problem associated with a
given physical problem will depend partially on the complexity of the
yield surface. For this reason, the actual yield surface is often
approximated by a simple shape before specific solutions are attempted.
However, even if the exact yield surface is determined, it is not
always obvious how to construct a linear approximation. In 19589
Hodge [4] replaced a homogeneous section of the uniform shell by a
section consisting of a sandwich shell so that the overall properties
77_
4of the structure were unchanged. For this nonhomogeneous structure
the actual yield condition was found to be piecewise linear. Therefore,
it was found that for complex structures, it is often simpler to deter-
mine the piecewise linear yield surface for the nonhomogeneous strue-
ture than it is to determine exact surface for the uniform structure.
In 1959, Hodge [ 5 9 61 applied this technique of the approximate
structure to uniformly loaded spherical caps with simply supported
and with clamped boundaries. Upper and lower bounds on the load inten-
sity were obtained. There was good agreement for the simply supported
caps; the worst bounds differed by about 2276 of the lower bound. For
the clamped cap, the agreement was less satisfactory, the discrepancy
being as high as 5076 for a considerable range of cap angles. It was
pointed out that improvement in the bounds using this technique
appeared unfeasible in view of the complexity of the formulas; however,
the results were still superior to any results previously presented
in the ' 1 iterature .
In 1960 9 Hodge [ 7 9 '8 J suggested a new approximation which
combined the advantages of mathematical simplicity and reasonable accu-
racy. It was argued that in most shell problems the moments and
direct forces will not be of simultaneous importance so that coupling
of moment and force in the yield relations are of limited importance.
However, either moment or direct force may dominate so that all
resultants must be included in the yield condition. Thus; all inter-
action between force and force or between moment and moment is main-
tained, but all interaction between force and moment is neglected.
c
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The result was the two-moment limited-interaction yield condition,
a linear yield surface in four-dimensional space defined by twelve
planes. The exact collapse load for uniformly loaded spherical caps
with both clamped and simply supported ednes were found, using this
approximate yield condition.
One case has been treated involving the collapse load of
a simply supported partially loaded spherical cap. This investigation
was conducted by Sankaranarayanan X91, and the concentrated collapse
load at the apex of the cap was determined. It was pointed out by
Sankaranarayanan that it is possible to obtain an exact solution to
a rotationally symmetric shell problem by using the piecewise linear
yield conditions previously discussed. However, in practice, the
equations become quite complex and it is doubtful if the resulting
labor is worthwhile. Therefore, a much simpler yield surface was
proposed, a square yield condition. Based on the proposed yield con-
dition, •
 considerable mathematical simplicity was found to exist in the
analysis; however, since the proposed yield surface circumscribed the
Tresca yield condition, the collapse load is an upper bound to that
obtained on the basis of the Tresca yield condition.
More recently, numerical techniques and high speed computers
have been applied to find bounds . or exact solutions  of the uniformly
loaded spherical cap. Lance and Rickert (101 in 1966, found lower
bounds for the clamped spherical caps by using a linear programming
technique. The cap was assumed to be of sandwich construction and
obey the Tresca yield condition and associated flow rule. In 1968,
S
6Lee and Onat [11] obtained exact collapse loads for uniformly loaded,
clamped spherical shells--both shallow and deep. The shell was
assumed to be of sandwich construction and obey the Tresca yield condi-
tion and associated flow rule. Also, the entire shell was assumed tol
undergo plastic deformations at the yield point state. With these
assumptions, a search for appropriate plastic regimes on the yield
surface was made. When the proper regimes were found, it was shown
that the solution was both statically and kinematically admissible and
thus the exact solution.
Olszak, Mroz, and Perzyna [12] present a comprehensive survey
of the literature of the field aimed at determining trends in the
development of the theory of plasticity. They conclude that no
results of investigations of other types of shells or loading condi-
tions other than rotationally symmetric shells under axisymmetric
loading have been reported. Principal results reported in this area
include the work of Hodge [7] dealing with bounds for the uniformly
loaded spherical cap, the work of Feinberg [13] and Hazalia (14] who
considered uniformly loaded shallow spherical caps and the work on
approximate solutions for spherical shells by Rozhdestvensky [15116.
A survey of the material concerning the loading of spherical caps was
reviewed by Vann [17] in 1968. Additional work on uniformly loaded
spherical caps was reported by Chuh-Sheng Nien [18] and by Shablii [19]
to the present time; however, only one case of a partially loaded
spherical cap has been found--that of Sankaranarayanan (9] previously
• mentioned.
t
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As seen from the review of the literature, there has been
little work reported on determining the collapse load intensity of
partially loaded spherical caps. However, the work on uniformly
loaded caps, that has been reported, may be used as guidance in seek-
ing a complete solution or bounds on the load intensity for the
partially loaded structure. Most of the previous studies sought solu-
tions by making appropriate assumptions about the shell behavior--
stress and/or velocity assumptions which were sufficiently close to
the actual shell performance. The closer the assumption is to the
actual behavior, the closer are the bounds. The present problem of
the partially loaded cap is sufficiently complex so that guessing or
assuming a part of the exact solution is very likely impossible;
#	 however, it should be possible to make sufficiently accurate assump-
tions that reasonable load bounds for limited ranges may be obtained.
The theorems of limit analysis were first formulated by
Drucker, Greenberg, and Prager [21 9 22] and by Hill [23,24]. The
theory of limit analysis is concerned only with the infinitesimal
motions that take place at the instant of plastic collapse. Therefore,
we may speak of either deformations or deformation-rates. Since the
motions are infinitesimal, it is assumed that the behavior of the
shell is adequately' approximated by a theory in which normals to the
`	 middle surface of the shell remain straight and normal to the deformed
middle surface. The loads and displacements of the shell are assumed
7
8C
There are two fundamental theorems of limit analysis, the Lower-
Bound and the Upper-Bound Theorems. The Lower-Bound Theorem (1) is
stated in terms of a statically admissible stress field. A statically
admissible stress field is, by definition, a field of generalized
stresses, n0, n., me, m0, shear s - , and load p- , such that all equi-
librium requirements (satisfaction of equilibrium equations, stress
boundary conditions, and continuity of n0 , s , and m0)  are satisfied
and the yield condition is nowhere violated. Therefore, if there exists
.
any statically admissible stress field for the load p - , then p- is
a lower bound on the yield-point load.
The Upper-Bound Theorem 	 is concerned with any velocity
field which satisfies the velocity boundary conditions. From the
velocity field a strain-rate field is computed and the strain-rate
vector determines an associated stress field by means of the yield
condition and flow rule. The external energy is defined as the energy
due to a load p+
 on the above velocity field. Equating the internal
and external energy expressions, a kinematically admissible field is
defined provided the external energy is positive. Now it can be stated
that if there exists Rny kinematically admissible field for the load
p^, then p+ is an upper bound on the yield-point load. Proofs of the
two fundamental theorems of limit analysis may be found in the work of
Hodge
In obtaining lower bounds for the partially loaded, simply
supported cap, the available solutions for the uniformly loaded
0
4	 a	 '
j	 3 F
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spherical cap will be used as guidance in determining which plastic
regimes of the yield surface to use. For the regimes of the yield
surface assumed, the solution will be shown to satisfy the stress
( 
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and stress boundary conditions. Also, it will be shown
that the solution does not violate the yield condition. Such a solu-
tion is statically admissible and thus a valid lower bound.
A velocity field may be determined by requiring compatibility
with the assumption that the stresses are on certain faces of the yield
surface. If these faces correspond to those which were utilized in
finding a close lower bound, :hen the velocity field may be expected
to yield a solution which is reasonably close to the lower bound.
From this velocity field, the strain-rates may be found and the cap
internal rate of dissipation of energy may be obtained. Equating the
internal and external energy expressions, an upper bound on the col-
lapse load is found.
Usually in problems of this type, where upper and lower bounds
are determined, certain cap parameters must be restricted in range in
order that solutions remain valid. For the load bounds found in this
investigation, the range of validity of the solutions has been
determined.
In considering the partially loaded, clamped spherical caps,
an approach similar to that of Lee and Onat [111 is utilized. The
same regions of the yield surface which define the stress and velocity
fields will be-used. Beginning at a corner of the yield surface, the
stress state of the shell moves along certain faces of the yield
F#	
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surface satisfying the equations of equilibrium simultaneously. The
motion►
 of the stress point will continue until a predetermined stopping
point on the yield surface is reached. At this point a statically
admissible field is obtained. Then, moving backward along the same
path of the yield surface to the orig!nating point, a kinematically
admissible field will be obtained if the velocity requirements asso-
ciated with the yield surface regimes are not violated. Thus, stat-
ically and kinematically admissible fields are constructed and a
complete solution is determined.
Up to the present time a complete solution has been obtained
for the uniformly loaded, simply supported spherical cap [1,7,8
which obeys the simple two-moment limited-interaction yield condition.
This yield condition neglects all interaction between force and moment.
However, a complete solution has not been found for the uniformly loaded
simply supported cap obeying the Tresca yield condition for the sandwich
shell. In view of the fact that an exact solution has not been found
for this latter problem, it may be suspected that an exact solution for
the partially loaded, simply supported spherical cap is highly improbable.
However, a complete solution has been found for the uniformly loaded
clamped cap [113, and, therefore, a cap which is loaded over a major
Portion of the surface may possibly be expected to yield an exact
solution using similar techniques.
F
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ClLUVER II
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
2.1_ Eq ilibri.um Requirements
In considering the geometry of the shell, the angle between
a normal to the shell and the positive Z-direction is chosen as the
independent variable. The shell geometry is then described by its
two radii of curvature: R 1
 in tbn Of-direction and R2
 in the
0-direction, as shown in F..gure
	 and
	
Ro = R2 sin 0	 (2.1)
The stress state of the s1 ell is defined by stress result-
ants per unit length, which include two direct forces N 8
 and NII,
two moments M8
 and M I and a shear force S. These resultants and sign
conventions are illustrated in Figure 2.1.
For a typical element.of the shell in a state of equilibrium
under the five stress :esultants applied to its edges and the loads
P 1 and PO applied to its surface, the governing equations of equilib-
vium are
(Ro g)' - R INo cos 0 - R0S + RoRIP0 = 0
(R S)"' + R 1No s in + 
Ro + Ro 1 n = 0
	
(2.2)
(RoM
0
)^ - R1Me cos g - RoR 1S = 0
12
r
0
Ne
s	 e
 ^
me
S	 Ne
me
Np
Z
Figure 2.1. Shell element.
13
where primes indicate d if ferent iat ion with respect to .0. These
equations are derived and discussed in detail in 1,5,201. Let L
be a typical length of the shell and define dimensionless quantities
by
S
	
P 
n 
L	 P0I.
s = N
	
Pn = 2N	 P^ = 2N	 (2.3)0	 0	 0
N8	 N^	 Me	 M0
ne= N ,	 n. =N ,	 me = M ,	 m0 =M	 (2.4)
0	 0	 0	 0
r = R° ,	 r = R1 ,	 r = R? ,	 k - - = t	 (2.5)
o L
	 1	 L	 2 L	 NoL 4L
where N.0 	Mo are the maximum uniaxial direct force and the maximum
bending moment, respectively, that the shell can withstand, and t is
the thickness of the shell.  Using the dimensionless  quantities (2.3)
through (2.5), and letting R = R  = R2 = L, the case of the spherical
cap, the equations of equilibrium (2.2) may be written as
(n.0 s in 0)' - no cos 0 = s s in 0
(n^+ne+2p)sin
	
(s sing!)'	 (2.6)
k[m., sin fit)' - mg cos
	 s sin W
where the p. term has been omitted, since rotational symmetry has been
assumed and Pn = P, since only one normal external load is applied
(see Hodge [1,51). If the shell does not have the externally applied
load P, then the equations of equilibrium become
t
f+c
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(n0 sin A)' - no cos 0 = s sin A
(n0 + n 9 ) sin 0 = - (s sin 0)	 (2.7)
k[ ( m0 sin .0)' - me cos 01 = s sin 0
Now the squat ions of equilibrium are to be written in W form
which does not contain s, since the shear strains  have been neglected
because of the assumption that straight normals to the middle surface
remain straight and normal. The shear force s does no work and is
treated only as a reaction and does not enter into the yield criteria.
Thus the equations of equilibrium may be written as
n = In - n0 - (n. + p) tan  0 1 cot ^!
(2.8)
m. = [me - m^ - k(n0 + p) tang	cot
for the region under the loaded portion of the shell and
2	 s in  OL
n0 = [n0 -n^ - n0 tan	 Z---] cot 1d
cos	 (2.9)
1	 2	 1 s in  OLMO = [me-m,,-k n0
 
tan k p-2--] cot ^l
cos 0
for the region outside of the loaded region of the cap where p = 0
(see Appendix A). Now either of two forms of the equations of equi-
librium may be used, (2.6) and (2.7) or (2.8) and (2.9). It will be
seen that the form of thi3 latter set, (2.8) and (2.9), is more
convenient to use whenever the computer is required to obtain numer-
ical results.
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2.2 Strain-Rate-Velocity Relations
Since deformations or deformation-rates may be used, the
strain-rate-velocity relations will be the same as the strain-
i^
	 displacement relations. Since only symmetrical displacements are being
consider rA, a small displacement of a point on the middle surface of
the shell can be resolved into two components: V in the direction of
the tangent to the meridian and W in the direction of the normal to the
middle surface. The extensions and curvatures of the middle surface of
the shell are
F: = V cot Pl-W	 a =V^`W8	 R2	 '	 pJ	 R1
K = - k c--- ot- V--=k ^, ± ^:,0	 R2	 R1
	
K0	
R1	 R1
(2.10)
These equations are derived and discussed in detail in [1,5,201.
Next we define the dimensionless strain-rates
t0 = jog	 e0 = e0 0
M
o •
ofK O - No K
M
o •x^ 
= No 
K^ (2.11)
and dimensionless velocities
V = L
	
W L
	 (2.12)
L
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c =v cot 0-w 	 c =v-w
8	 r2 	 0	 r1.
(2.13)
K =_kcotv
( —*r
k v+w'
8	 r2	 l 	 i _._ri
For the case of the spherical cap, r l = r2 = 1 9 (2 . 13) becomes
C 6 = v cot 0 - w	 ,	 c0 = v' - w
Ke = - k cot 0 (v + w'),	 K# - k (v +w')
If v and w are eliminated from ( 2.14), then the equations of
compatibility for the generalized strain-rates are (11
ce - 
( c
0 
-
C
	 k 
Ke ta n2 0) cot 0	 (2.15)
K8 = (K0 - Ke sec ^1) cot
The principle of virtual work (1] states that if for any
system of loads and stresses in internal and external equilibrium,
and any system of strains and displacements which satisfy the
strain -displacement equations, the internal work done by the stress
field on the strains must equal the external work done by the loads
on the displacements. For the shell boundary value problem, the
internal work is that done by the generalized stresses on the
`-	 generalized strains
W. = 2n J (Nees + Noeo + McKe + M0K0)Ro 1 d	 (2.16)
n	 a. ^
^y	 c
JzT
Yw
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The external work is that done by the loads on the displacements
W a 2n J (PW) R o R I dOr	 (2.17)
where P is the only load and is applied normal to the cap surface.
For a perfectly plastic material the role of work is taken
by the rate of energy dissipation, where velocities V and W and gen-
eralized strain-rates ee, eg , ue , io
 are used rather than strains and
deformations. In this way equations (2.16) and (2.17) may be written
as
Di = 2rt J (Neie + N^e^ + McKe + M^K^A 1 dO	 (2.18)
and
De = 2n J (PO R o R I dO	 (2.19)
With the help of the dimensionless quantities defined in (2.3),
(2.4), (2.5), and (2.11), the rates of energy of dissipation
(2.18) and (2.19) may be written, for the case of the spherical
cap, as
d i = J (neEe + n^E^ + mee + m^ ^) sin 0 dO	 (2.20)
and
de = 2 f pw sin Of d9	 (2.21)
In determining lower bounds, the stress equilibrium require-
ments must be satisfied along with the yield condition requirements.
Thus, equations (2.6) and (2.7), or (2.8) and (2.9) give the stress
r< 77W1	 a
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equilibrium equations. The yield condition requirements will be
presented in the following chapter. Equations (2.12) give the strain-
rate-velocity relations which must be used in order to obtain upper
bounds, and (2.20) and (2.21) provide expressions for determining the
R
internal and external energy.
}
CHAP'1'CR III
YIELD CONDITION
The structure material used throughout this investigation is
assumed to be rigid-perfectly plastic. It is also assumed to obey the
Tresca yield condition and the associated flow rule. The homogeneous
structure will be approximated by a nonhomogeneous structure; that is,
the uniform shell will be replaced by the idealized sandwich shell and
the exact yield condition for this structure approximation will be used
as the yield criteria.
3.1 Tresca Condition for Sandwich Shell
First the uniform shell of thickness t and tensile. and com-
pressive yield stress co is replaced by the idealized sandwich shell
with the same resistance to pure tension or pure bending. The sandwich
shell is composed of upper and lower thin sheets of thickness J
separated by a core of thickness 2H *
 (see Figure 3.1(a)). Each sheet
is assumed to obey the Tresca yield condition, has a yield stress of Qo
and is so thin that the stress variation across it can be neglected.
The core has sufficient stiffness to maintain the separation of the
sheets but its strength is negligible compared with the face sheets.
With these definitions, the maximum uniaxial direct stress resultant per
unit width is
19
MOM
r'' J
H'
H'
J(a?
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N	 2v' J
0	 0
for the sandwich shell and
N0 s a0 t
for the uniform shell. The maximum bending moment per unit
width is
M0 = 20 0 H 
0 
J
for the sandwich shell and
Mo a I a t2
(3.1)
43.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
for the uniform shell. The two shells will be equivalent if
Cr	 2Q0t0	 H'=4t	 (3.5)
The stress distribution of a typical point of the idealized
sandwich shell is shown in Figure 3 . 1(b). The stress resultants are
N 8 = J(Q^ + ae) ,	 N^ = J(o*
 + a- )	 (3.6)
M8
 H^J(ve -Cr
	 , M17 = H^J(V - Qg)
Solving (3.6) for the stresses,
t;,	
+ HH I N B
 - M8	+ H* N^ - M^
2H I 	 '	 ^^	 2H I 
(3.7)
Now from (3.1) and (3.3), it is seen that
22
M	 M
211 3 a Q; ,
	 H' N
0	 0
(I
(3.8)
Therefore, using (3.8), the stresses in terms of the dimensionless
stress resuli:ants defined in (2.4) are
08 = ao(tie - me)	 O+ = vo(n^ - m^)
(3.9)
08 Oo(ne + me) ,	 O. = Oo(n17 + ma)
Tresca's yield condition states that the maximum shearing
stress is less lthsn half the tensile yield stress (11; hence,
max O Q8l , I Oy 1 , lag - a b s 0o
	 (3.10)
The six inequalities implied by (3.10) must be satisfied by the
stresses (3.9) in both the top and bottom sheets of the sandwich
 Th fo	 h T s a i	 conditionshell.	 ere re the re c yield	  for the idealized d ^	 Y
sandwich shell consists of twelve linear express ions as listed in
Table 3.1.
The direction of the strain -rate vector is the same for all
stress points on a given face of the yield surface, since each face
is represented by a linear expression, and is given by the gradient
of the equation of the face according to the associated flow law.
The direction of the strain-rate vector is indicated in the last
column of Table 3.1. At the intersection of two or more faces, the
a
s	
` 4" a	 '' f'tp
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TABLE 3.1
TRESCA OONAITION FOR SANDWICH SHELL (1,5]
Face	 Stress Equation	
Strain-Rate
Vectors
i	 f io	 (cep Corp not 110)
no - me = 1, 0 9 -1 9 0)
2 n^ - mo = 1 Jl(	 0 1 1, 0 9 -1)
3
-no + n0 + me - m0 = 1 , 1, i t -1)
4 - ne + me = 1 1l(-1, 0 9 i t 0)
S - n^ +mg= 1 11(	 0 9 - 1 0 0 1)
6 ne - ny -  Me + mg = -19 -1 9 1)
3 fo3
7 no + me = 1 X(	 i t 0 0 i t 0)
8 n0 + m
or
= 1 X( 0 0 1, 0 9 1)
9 ;no + n0 - m e + mof
0 - no - 'me = 1 X(-1, 0 1 -1 9 0),
A - n
or
- m
of
= 1 X( 0, - 1 9 0 9 -1)
B no - nIV + me - m0 = 1 11(	 1, -1,
w
r
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r
resulting strain-rate vector may be any linear combination, with pot itive
coefficients, of the strain - rate vectors for the intersecting sides.
3.2 Geometrical Representation
It is convenient to give the yield surface a geometrical repre-
sentation. Since the yield surface is described in germs of four dimen-
sionless stress resultants, no, n., me, and mW and consequently in four-
dimensional space, a direct representation of the surface is not possible.
However, it is possible to visualize the yield surface partially by
considering two, two-dimensional descriptions of the surface simultan-
eously.
Consider two Cartesian coordinate systems of (n0-mor, ng-me)
and (n11+m,,, ne+me). The stress equations in Table 3.1 may be represented
as shown in Figure 3.2. The faces labeled in the figure correspond with
those given in the table.
It has been shown ( 5,111 (see Appendix B) that plastic flow can
takz place only if the stress state of the shell is simultaneously on
one or more of the faces of each profile in Figure 3.2. Thus the asso-
ciated flow rule is
	
If ^ ^	 of
^ e =alb=o + ^ 2 a^,
	
6	 8
e =
	 of io
	
If♦ 	
o .
x =
	
a._..io .+	
of 
o8	 1 am	 28	 8
If
	 ofio	 0
(3.11)
;a
If the stress state is on two of these faces simultaneously, it may
be termed a fully plastic side. A plane representation of the fully
r
(n,6 m.)
8
or
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I	 ^.
Figure 3.2. Geometrical representation of the Tresca
condition for sandwich shell.
I	 (
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plastic sides of the yield surface has been previously presented (S]
and is given in Figure 3.3. Each square represents a fully plastic
side.
l
Comparing Figures 3.2 and 3.3, it is seen that a fully plastic
side corresponds to being on one face of each profile at the same time.
A line between two fully plastic sides in Figure 3.3 corresponds to
a corner of one profile and a face of the other simultaneously.
Likewise, the intersection of four fully plastic sides in Figure 3.3
corresponds to being at a corner of each profile of Figure 3.2 simul-
taneously.
The equations of equilibrium, the strain-rate-velocity rela-
tions and the yield condition have now been presented. Thus, the
necessary equations to obtain upper and lower bounds on the collapse
load of partially loaded shallow spherical caps have been obtained.
. ,•.
	
.etc.	 ^	 ,^..^	 ^,^
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6B 67 68 69 60 6A GB 67
1B 17 1B 19 10 1A 1B 17
2B 27 28 29 20 2A 2B 27
3B 37 38 39 30 3A 3B 37
4B 47 48 149 40 4A 4B 47
5B 57 58 59 50 5A 5 B 57
GB 67 68 C J 60 GA 6B 67
1B 17 18, 19 10 1A 1B 17
I ^0
Figure 3.3. Outline of the f telly plastic sides of
the yield surfac: [5].
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CHAPTER IV
LOWER-BOUND LOAD - SIMPLY SUPPORTED CAP
In order to obtain a lower bound, it is necessary everywhere
to satisfy the stress equilibrium requirements and nowhere violate the
yield condition. If the stress profile of the cap is assumed to lie
on (or within) certain plastic regimes of the yield surface and it is
shown that the equilibrium requirements are everywhere satisfied, then
a statically admissible stress field will have been constructed and a
valid -lower bound obtained.
The difficulty in this problem arises in determining the appro-
priate plastic regimes for the cap. It may be expected that the closer
the choice of the stress profile is to the actual stress state of the
cap, the better w l be the lower bound. Since very little previous
limit analysis work has been reported for partially loaded spherical
caps, the solution for the uniformly loaded spherical cap is used as
guidance in choosing appropriate plastic regimes.
4.1 Stress Profile
At the center of the cap, 0 = 0, the stresses must remain
finite and because of symmetry
n0 =rye ,	 m0 =m8	 at 0=0	 (4.1)
must hold. Of all the possible stress states producing plastic flow for
the considered yield surface, the only ones which can satisfy (4.1) are
28 r
'yr.. .^+1	 •	 "^^	 e	 .:	 ^*^'`t^,•bk ^,,,., icy"#	 #y	 ..w	 `
„	 e
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n0 =n 8 =0 ,	 mW =m8 =t 1
	
(4.2)
or
n0=nezf 1 , 010=mag0
	
(4.3)
The states of stress (4.2) and (4.3) correspond o faces 4 78
	
0p	 t	 c	 5 , 12 A,
1278 and 450A, respectively, of the stress profiles in Figure 3.2. This
has been previously pointed out by Lee and Onat [11] in studying the
uniformly loaded spherical cap.
Since the applied pressure is external and inward membrane
forces are expected to be negative at 0 = 0 9 then the negative sign
must be employed in (4.3). Similarly, the positive sign is expect 3 to
hold in (4.2). For a shallow cap, it is expected that the solution
would be primarily bending; therefore, it is assumed that the stress
profile begins at faces 4578 (see Figure 4.1). This starting point also
corresponds to that of the partially loaded circular plate and the
uniformly loaded spherical cap mentioned in Hopkins and Prager [2] and
Lee and Onat [11], respectively. Using the uniformly loaded simply
supported spherical cap stress profile as guidance, it is postulated
that the entire stress profile for the partially loaded spherical cap
in on faces 47 of the stress profiles (see Figure 4.1).
4.2 Lower-Bound Collapse Load
In determining the collapse load of the partially loaded spher-
ical cap, there are two regions of the cap to consider. There is the
region 0 s .0 k J7 1,in which the rap has the distributed load with uniform
intensity p, and the region PrL < .0 s 0o which has no external load,
i.e., p = 0 (see F are 4.2).
t.•
t
r30
0S=g5o
4
0=0—o
2
1	 0'
(ne me)
7el
	
0
4
c no• mi6^
8	 0=0
7
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For the stress profile considered in the pr:vious section
(see Figure 4.1)
ng-me=-1,	 ne+me= i
^a
which implies that
ne=0,	 me= 1
	 (4.4)
throughout the cap, 0 s 0 s 00 0 Now if (4.4) is substituted into
the three equations of equilibrium, then only three unknown stress
resultants remain, s, n0 and m0 . The three equations can be solved
to obtain the three mnknowns. Once all stress resultants are found
and the stress boundary conditions satisfied, then it will be shown
that th .n, y.eld condition is not violated in order to obtain a stat-
ically admissible lower bound.
Consider the region of the cap 0 19 11 s 0L. Substituting (4.4)
into the equations of equilibrium (2.6) yields
(n^ sin 0)" = s sin 1	 (4.5)
(n^ + 2p) sin 0 = - ( s sin 0)'	 (4.6)
(m., sin 10) -cos	 = k s sin 0	 (4.7)
Combining (4.5) and (4.6) and solving for n., then
n0 = C1 cot 0 + C2 - p(1 -.! cot 0)	 (4.8)
Using (4.8) in (4.5) leads to
s '= C2. cot 11 - p I	 (4.9)
y
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From the condition (4.1) and s a 0 at A = 0, C 1
 and C2
 can be eval-
uated from (4.8) and (4.9)
Cl = 0 9
	C2 = 0	 (4.10)
Therefore, from (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10)
n0 e - p(1 - 0 cot 0)	 for (0 s 0 t 01. )	 (4.11)
and
s = - pof for (OS 0 I 0L )	 (4.12)
Now substituting (4.12) into (4.7) and solving for m0 , then
C
mo = I - k p(1 - O cot 0) + a in	 (4.13)
Again from cond ition (4.1) , it is seen from (4.13) that
t
C3 n 0	 (4 ..14 )
Therefore,
MO = 1 - k p  - 0 cot 0)	 for (0 s 0 s OL )	 (4.15
Consider the region of the cap gL < 0 s 00 . Substituting
(4.4) into tke equations of equilibrium (2.7) yields .
'^..
'	 (n^ s in
	 a sin (4-16)
n^sin	 (s ain0) ^ (4.17)
(m^ sin	 cos 10 r. -I s  s sin # (4.18)
Combining (4.16 and (4.17) then
A	 = C4 cot	 +CS for
	 (JOL <	 s 00)V (4.19)
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Substituting (4.19) into (4.15) then
s = - C4 + C5
 cot 0	 for (aL < or a Ap )	 (4.20)
Since continuity in s and n0 must be maintained at 0 _ OL , and
using 14. 11)
 
and (4.19), and (4.12) and (4.20), then C4	 5and C are
C4 = p(OL - sin 0L cos aL )	 (4.21)
C5
 = - p sin 2  OIL
	
(4-22)
Now substituting (4.20) into (4.18) and solving for mg then
C	 '
a^ = 1 + k (C4 cot 0 + CS) + sf 0
	
(4.23)
Again, since continuity in 110 must be maintained at	 : IYL , then
from (4.15) and (4-23)
C6 s 0	 (4.24)
Therefore,
m^ = 1 + k (C4 cot + CS )	 for (OIL < 0 s 90)	 (4.25)
From (4.11) it is seen that
n^ _ - p csc2 !^ (Q! - sin 0 cos 0)	 (4-26)
and
n; _ - 2p csc2 0 0 -pl cot 11)
	 (4.27)
Since p, OY - sin JI cos .1), and 0 - 0
 cot O!) are positive, then
n and n^ are both negative. Therefore, in the region 0 s ff s plL,
no is zero at $1 p 0 and is concave downward with negative slope.
r	 -
y
a,	 »
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(4.28)
(4.29)
From (4.19) it is seen that
n;=- C4 esc20
n" = 2 C4 cs c2 17 e It !^
and
r
From (4.21), C4 is
n is negative and
negative slope and
In both re;
positive, therefore, in the region 17L < V s .009
n# is positive. Thus n0 is concave upward with
is at a maximum negative value et	 _ 00
g ions
m^=1+
I
	(•.30)
Therefore, m^ = 1 at .0 = 0 and decreases with negative slope in the
same manner as no s since IA is Positive. Now if (4.25) is to
satisfy the boundary condition m,, = 0 at
	 = 00 , the collapse load
must be given by
	
k	 (4.31)
r* Esinl 11L - cot 00 (JOL - sin 0L cos OL)
From (4.19)at^l=^lo
n =	 p [sin'" OL - cot 00 (OL - sin 0L cos OL) ]	 (4.32)
where (4.21) and (4.22) have been employed. Now using (4.31) in
(4.32)
	 .
	
n^ = - k	 (4.33)
r
s	 ,
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In order to remain on faces 47 of the yield surface, then from
Figure 4.1 it is seen that
0	 + mJ3 
(4.34)
1	 mos 0
must holO. Using (4.30), then (4.34) can be written as
Os [ 1 +Clk)n^^sl
(4.35)
-1 s [ 1+ C k) n^] s 0
or
"lksnp^s0
(4.36)
- lks
	
	
0n s
Comparing with (4.33), it is seen that the first of (4.36) is violated.
However, if the pressure p and the stresses are each divided by the
k
factor 0 +k), the resulting solution will still be in equilibrium and
will also satisfy the yield condition. Therefore, from (4.31)
k
p"	
1+k	 (4.37)
[ s ink OL - cot 00 (OL - sin PrL• Cos 00]
is a lower bound on the collapse load.
.yt	 s
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c.
Thus (4.37) is a lower bound for the simply supported, partially
loaded spherical cap and is valid for all values of 0 within the.range
here treated as shallow caps. The results of this equation are pre-
sented in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 in Section 5.7, where they axe compared
with upper bounds obtained in Chapter V.
CHAPTER V
UPPER-BOUND LOAD - SIMPLY SUPPORTED CAP
In determining an upper bound, it is necessary to find a
kinematically admissible velocity field. In order to obtain such a
field, the assumed velocity field must satisfy any velocity constraints
on the structure and the total external rate of work done by the actual
loads on the assumed velocities must be positiv:.. Using the strain-
rates derived from the velocity field, the internal rate of dissipation
of energy may be calculated. Likewise, the external rate may be deter-
mined from the applied load and velocity field. Then according to the
upper-bound theorem of limit analysis, an upper bound on the collapse
load may be obtained by equating the internal and external energy
expressions.
In the following sections, the cap angle 7o will always be
considered within the range of a shallow cap. Even though the terms
small, intermediate, and large cap angle will be used, it is under-
stood that the largest cap angle possible here is still a shallow cap.
5.1 Velocity Field (Small Cad Angles)
For caps with small 0 angles, i solution is sought based on
the uniformly loaded ! simply supported spherical cap solutions. Note
that in the previous chapter concerning lower bounds, the stress
profile was on faces 47 of the yield surface. If an upper bound can be
38
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found, using the same two faces of the yield . surface, then a reasonably
good upper bound may be expected. Therefore, if the entire stress
profile for the cap is on faces 47, then from Table 3.1 and equations
(2.14) and (3.11), it follows that the strain-rate components are
E8 = v cot 11 - w = - 1 + 2
	
(5.1a)
Co
 r v^ - w = 0	 (S.lb)
x^= -k cot 0 (v+w')	 1
+X2 	 (5.10
k (v + w l )' = 0	 (5.1d)
The velocities v and w can be determined from ( 5.1b) and (5.1d) to
within three constants of integration. Two of , these constants may be
determined by the velocity boundary conditions v = w = 0 at 0 _ Flo.
Therefore, the velocity field for faces 47 is
V = - C [ 1 - cos (00 - 0) ]
(5.2)
wCsin (90 -Q►)
where C is a positive constant.
With v and w known, the factors h l and X 2 are determined from
(5.1a) and (5.1c) as
^1 = 2 s	 [ (1 + k) cos 0 - cos 00]
I ^Y	 (5.3)
X2 = 2 s in	 [cos .o - (1 - k) cos O!]
t
e^
40
If the velocity field is to be kinematically admissible, both of these
factors must be non -negative. This requirement is satisfied by X 19 but
X2 will be positive only if
r41
	
cos 0o Z (1-0
	
(5.4)
Therefore, (5.2) are kinematically admissible only if the parameters
00 and k satisfy (5.4).
5.2 Upper-Bound Collapse Load (Small Cap Angles) -
For the stress profile being cons ir'ered, faces 47 9 it follows
from (2.20) that the internal rate of dissipation of energy is
0o
d i = J	 K^sinOJ0
	 (5.5)
0
since from (5.1) it is seen that ca = x0 = 0, and from (4.4)
no = 0 and mg = 1. Now, using (5.5), (5.1c) and (5.2) 9 the internal
rate of dissipation  of energy is
00
di = f -k cot K -C[ 1 -Cos (00 - 0)) - C cos (00 - 0)) sin 0 Or
0
or
di=kC sin 0
The external energy rate, from (2 . 21) and (5.2), is
^L
de = 2 J p C sin (00 - 0) s in 0 dO
f	 o
(5.6)
w
41
or
de = p C sin 0
o 
[sin 2 0L - cot 00 (0L sin 0L Cos 0L)
	 (5.7)
Now according to the upper-bound theorem of limit analysis,
an upper bound oa the yield-point load may be found by equating the
internal and external rates of energy. Therefore, from ( 5.6) and (5.7)
p+ =
	
	 2	 k	 (5.8)
(s in 01, - cot go (0L - sin 0L cos 110
and is a valid upper bound provided the parameters 0  and k
satisfy (5.4).	 .
The upper-bound solution ( 5.8) is compared graphically with
the lower -bound solution (4.37) in Section 5.7. Upon comparison of
the upper bound (5.8) with the lower bound (4.37), it is seen that
relatively good agreement has been obtained within the region specified
by (5-4), since k is small. Next it is desired to seek an upper-bound
solution  for va lues of k and 0  outside of the region specified by (5-4).
5.3 Velocity Field (Intermediate Cap An`
 lames)
In the work of Hodge [11, an upper-bound solution was sought for
larger cap angles of the uniformly loaded spherical cap by replacing
face 7 of the yield surface by its parallel face 0. If a similar assump-
tion is made here, then the cap stress point is on faces 40 for 0 s pl s
and on faces 47 for '^ < 0 :9 00 . If the stress profile for the cap is on
faces 40, then for Table 3.1, (3.11) and equation (2.14), it follows that
the strain-rate components are
MOM= "WPWMk
Af
1
e,
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ee=v cot 0-w= - x 1 - %2	 (5.9a)
t^=v^ -w-0	 (5.9b)
Ke	
- k cot
	 (v + w') _ 1 - ^2	 (5.9c)
K0 =-k (v +w')' =0
The velocities,v and w determined from (5.9) are the same as (5.2).
However, the factors X 1 and X2 are determined by substituting (5.2)
into (5.9a) and (5.9c) and are found to be
C
^1 = 2 sin	 ^(1 +k)cosg - cos01
C	 (5.10)
2 = 2 sin  [ 0 - k) cos 1 - cos ^o]
If the velocity field is to be kinematically admissible, both factors
must be non-negative. This requirement is satisfied by 
X  
but X2
will be positive only if
*v
cos 17  S (1 - k) cos .0
If I is defined by
cos 11o
cos ^ _ -------
then the stress point associated with (5.2) is on faces 40 for
0 !9 0 !9 1 on faces 47 for J< J C p!
0
5.4 Upper-Bound Collapse Load (Intermediate Cap Angles)
If the stress profile is on faces 40 9
 then
n 8 - m8 -1 9 ng+mo= 1
(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)
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must hold which implies that
ne = -1 9	me = 0	 (5.14)
Since from (5.9) it is seen that c0 = K0 r 09 and in view of (5.14),
the expression for the internal rate of dissipation of energy ( 2.20),
for 0 s 0 s 1 becomes
pI
di 
40 
= J - se s in 0 dO	 (5.15)0
Using; ( 5.15), (5.9a), and (5.2), the internal rate of dissipation of
energy for 0 S .0 5 I becomes
d i 	 = d - {- C cot or [I - cos ( Or - 0)) - C s in Q.	 s in Or dO
40	 0
(5.16)
or
d i40 a C(s in I - I cot .0 0 )	 (5.17)
If the stress profile is on faces 47, then as previously deter-
mined e^ = rc^ 0 and ne = 0, me = 1 and
. 
BO
di = f Ke s in 0 dO47 ^
00
	
di = "	
k cot	 {- C [I -cos (00 - Ql)) - C cos (00 - 0)) sin 0 dO
47
or
d	 akC(sin 91 -sink)i4 7	 0 (5.16)
d i e C [0-k)  sin 11 + k sin 00 - I cos 0o J (5.19)
Thus, the total rate of dissipation of energy is the such of
(5.17) and (5.16), or
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Since the velocity field is the same as before, ( 5.2) 9 the
external rate of disc ipatio^, of energy is given by (5.7). Equating the
internal and external rates of energy, an upper bound on the yield-point
1 oad is
'+p 	 2	 (5.20)
sin OL - cot 0o(OL - sin OL cos OL)]
provided Ado , k, and I satisfy (5.11) and ( 5.12).
The upper- bound solution (5.20) is compared graphically with the
lower-bound solution (4.37) in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. It is found that the
difference between the two bounds begins to increase rapidly as cap angle
increases; therefore, another approach must be used to obtain better
bounds for the larger cap angles.
5.5 Velocity Field (Large Cap Angles)
For values of 0o exceeding the restriction (5.4), it is seen that
the upper and lower bounds begin to diverge rather rapidly. Thus another
solution is pursued in an effort to decrease the difference between the
upper and lower bounds. In the work of Hodge [61, a collapse mode was
considered in which a central portion of the cap was plastic, while an
outer annular section of the cap remained rigid. A hinge circle was
formed around the cap where the rigid and plastic portions joined together.
,,
It
W
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Intuitively it seems plausible that a similar situation would occur here.
Thus it is assumed that a similar collapse mode will occur for the case
of the partially loaded spherical cap. The hinge circle is regarded as
a circle on the shell across which the slope rate w' and/or extension
rate v are discontinuous.
First, a collapse mode is assumed such that a hinge circle forms
on the shell surface at some value 0 = 0H , where "L 1C
	
s Pro. The
region of the :shell outside of the hinge circle, OH s 0 s 00 , is ;on-
sider •ed rigid, since the shell material is rigid-perfectly plastic. For
the stress profile shown in figure 5.1, it is seen that the velocity
field defined by
^H
w = C cos P[sec Pf	 +K in (tan 2 cot ) - tan 9 csc 0 ^2	 1 (5.21x)
v=wtan	 (B -C see 0)csc0 1 (0s^s^1) (5.21b)
W = C cos 10[sec
	 +
H
In (tan 
!H
2 cot ^) - sec or]2 (5. 21c)
v = w tan	 - (B - C sec B) csc 0 1	 H (5.21d)
provides continuous v, w, and w l at 0 = 1119 and furnishes w = 0
at A = OH.
For the stress profile shown in Figure 5.1, it follows from
Table 3.1 and (3.11) that the strain-rate components are
ee v cot 0 - w = -
 X1 + W2	 (5.22a)
e0 = v i
 - w = 0	 (5.22b)
xe = - k cot
	 (v + w') =71 1 + X2	 (5.22c)
rl
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Figure 5.1. Stress profile for upper-bound collapse load
(large cap angles) [6).
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for faces 47s and
ee = v cot - w = -
 X1 + X2
	
(5.23a
e^ = v^ - w = X1 - X2
	
(5.23b)
xe = k cot 0 (v + w') _ X1 + x2
	
0.230
It
	
k (v + w T _ - X1 - x2
	
(5.23d)
for faces 3B. If the velocity field (5.31) is to be kinematically admis-
Bibles the factors X 1 s and X2 must be non-negative and (5 . 22b) and (5.22d)
mut be satisfied. From (5.21a) and (5.21b) it is seen that
w^	 -w tan	 Csec esc.01
V	 w tan gy + w • sect + C sec JY tan . csc 
.0
= w (sec 2 - tang Jl) = w
Now
e^=v, -w=.0
and
xg =-k (v+V
	 -k (-B csc 01)i =0
Substituting (5.21) into (5.22) and (5.23) leads to
	
Il l = 2 cs c 0 csc 01 [(l+k) B cos .0 - C]	 (5.24)
(for Faces 47)
	
)l2 = 2 csc 0 csc 01 [C - (1-k) B cos ^!]	 (5.25)
and
a 1 = I csc 2 0 [( 1+k) B cos pJ - Cl
^2 = Z csc2 0 [C - (1-k) B cos 0]
(5.26)
(for Faces 3B)
(5.27)
w
_ _ -W _
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Thus, the condition that the factors all be positive leads to the
four inequalities
	
- C+ (I +k)Bcos 0. 0 9	 C 0	 (5.28)
C- 0 -k)B z0 	,	 B 	 (5.29)
From Table 3.1 and (3.11), the strain-rate components for faces
2A are
ki
Ce = v cot 0 - w = 0 • (5.30a)
E^ = v lf - w = ^ l _ ^2 (5.30b)
x8 
= - k cot	 (v + w^) = 0 (5.30c)
k (v + w') f ^ 2 (5.30d)
If the velocity field is to remain kinematically admissible, the
factors h l and X2 must b a nF.n-negative .
Substituting (5.21) into (5.30),	 it is found that
l [(1 + k) B cos .0 -2 C1 (5.31)2 s in 	 11
2 = 1------2	 [C - (1 - k) B cos 01 (5.32)
2sin^
Therefore, as long as the inequalities in (5.28) and (5.29) hold,
^ l and k2 will be positive.
^t.
t	
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5^6 U e^ound Collapse Load (Large Cap Angles)
In calculating the internal : ate of dissipation of energy, the
two plastic regions where (5.21) is valid and the hinge circle at
IYh must be considered. On faces 47, it was previously found that
no a 0 ,	 me s 1
and on faces 3B 9
 it is found from Table 3.1 that
-ne +n^ + Me -ma 1
ne-nor +me -m0 = 1
must hold. Therefore, from (5.34)
ne=n0 	, me -Mor 1
(5.33)
(5.34)
(5.35)
From (5.22), it is seen that Eg = x^ = 0 and since ne = 0 the only
term contributing to d i
 in the plastic region on faces 47 is mexe.
Similarly, for faces 3B, it is seen from (5.23) that Ee = - Cot
and since no = n0 , then only the mane and me, terms will c,,,)-
tribute to d i . From (5.23), xe = _ x^ and using (5.35) then
Mena + M0,0 _ (me - m0e = xe 	(5.36)
therefore, the internal rate of dissipation of energy in the plastic
region is
	
OH
di	 f	 e sin 0 dOl J 	xe s in .0 dap
	
0	 01
r
s
y	 ^	
.
SO
or using (5.22) and (5.23)
d- p^1 -k cot 0(v+w') sin P1 del + r^H
 - k cot 0(v+w') sin 0 dai	 J	 •
P	 o	 0
(-- (5.37)
Substituting ( 5.21) into (5.37)
.01
	
PH
d i = f k B cot 0 cs c 0 1
 
sin jf dO + f k B cot O did
p	 0	 01
or
a in ^
di = k B [1 + In (8
sfn	 )]	 (5.38)
P	 1 -
Vov considering the hinge circle, it is found that on the
faces 2A,
n0 = 0 ,	 m^ _ -1	 (5.39)
Using ( 5.30) and ( 5.39) along with ( 2.20), the internal rate of
dissipation of energy in the hinge circle is
di = sin 0 [k (v + w')])
	
(5.40)
h
where the symbol ] stands for the jump in the quantity preceding.
Substituting (5.21) into (5.40), then
%.6a di =sin 0 [kBcsc.0)=kB	 (5.41)h
The total internal rate of dissipation of ener?y, combining (5.38)
and (5-41), is
•	 sin QlH
d i = kB [2 + in C 
s in	 ) ]	 (5.42)1
`,rasa
b.,	 .._.
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In determining the lower -bound load in the previous chapter,
the load angle F1  was less than or equal to the angle X1 1 . Therefore,
again considering the situation  of $YL z (dl , the external rate of
r^	 dissipation of energy ist	 •
OIL 	 JOH
	 . or de 2p f C cos 17 (sec Or + In (tan 2 cot 2 }
0
- tan 0 csc 17 sin 0 d{l
where (5.21a) has been substituted into (2.21). Thus
d = pC (sec H
OH
 2	 2+ In {tan 2 cot V 	2e	 sin JO -L
	
- cs c 01 (OL - sin III, cos PrO 1	 (5.43)
Now equating the internal and external rates of dissipation of energy,
we find, using (5.42) and (5.43), that
s in P
k (B/C) ( 2+1 n (------ x) 3
p+sin ^1 (5.44)
sec +ln tan 
^H 
cot 
^1 
)sin2 -csc ( -sin ^! cos ^ )((	 ^H {	 2	 2)	 gL	 ^1 ^L	 L	 L 1
I
is an upper bound on the yield -point load, provided the inequalities
'	 I
.	 I(5.28) and (5:29) are satisfied.
From (5.44) it is seen that the upper. bound is proportional to
(B/O. The best ( lowest) upper bound will occur when (B/C) is a minimum
subject to (5.28) and.(5,,29)., Ther.efore, , from ( 5.28) and (5.29)
;
t
q
. 	 :. Mom
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B(1+k^ cos QIH x C 2: (1-k)B
or
C = B(i+k) cos PH	 (5.45)
will give minimum (B/C) and thus the inequalities ( 5.28) and (5.29)
reduce to	 (l+k) cos OH Z (1-k),	 C Z 0
	
(5.46)
Substituting ( 5.45) into (5.44), the upper bound is
sin ^
( I+k + in(ain  . )+	 1
P
$H	 01	 2	 cos OH[(1+cos 
1111 ln ( tan 2 cot —Ps in  IIL sins in 17 (OL tin 111, cos IlL)I
(5.47)
subject to the inequalities (5.46).
Now it is desired to further minimize (5.47). For given values
of k, J7  and ,Bo , the upper bound may be minimized with respect to pll and
VH . Since (5.47) is quite complex, this minimization has been done
numerically on the computer. For specific values of k, 0L and Q70 , small
incremental values of .0
H
 are stepped off beginning at the loading angle
111 and stopping at either the cap angle 0
0
 or the maximum value of 01119
since OH is limited by the parameter k as given by (5-46). After each
step of J H , small incremental values of 01 are stepped off beginning
at the loading angle 
III, 
and stopping at the hinge circle angle 1 11 . For
each combination of 01 and O H , an upper bound according to (5.47) is
calculated and from all the combinations the lowest value is obtained.
The computer program minimizing (5.47) is given in Appendix C.
.	 .
The above work was for Pr
L
 s 01 0 The case of 0L > or  was con-
sidered and found to yield upper bounds which were greater than (5.47).
^w
.^	 ^	 a	 c	 Sb. .^.	 ur t
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5.7 Results for Simply Supported Cap	 .
The results of Chapters IV and V are presented in Figures 5.2 and
5.3. The collapse load p is plotted against the cap angle 0o for two
r
	
values of k and various ratios of cap angle to loading angle 11 0/11L.
A plot of the stresses versus cap angle for one value of k and 0o and"
two values of do/0L
 are given in Appendix D.
The lower bound cut-off value of p = 1 for the uniformly loaded
cap, i.e., 0o/PL r. 	 in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, is the solution obtained
by Hodge (1,51.
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CHAPTER VI
EXACT SOLVr ION -CLAMPED CAP
In the investigation of the simply supported cap it was tinted
out that an exact solution for the partially loaded cap was highly
improbable, since an exact solution for the uniformly loaded, simply
supported, cap has not been found. However, in the case of the clamped
cap, an exact solution for the partially loaded clamped cap, which is
loadri over most;
 of its surface, seemed possible, since an exact solu-
tion has been found for the uniformly loaded cap (11].
In this section of the investigation the problem is considered
beginning with the lower-bound theorem of limit analysis. If a stress
field can be defined for a given pressure p which is everywhere in
equilibrium and nowhere violates the yield condition, then a statically
admissible field is defined and p is a lower bound on the collapse
•	 pressure. The lower-bound theorem states that p*, the exact collapse
pressure, is the largest admissible pressure.
Now the complete solution which is sought involves the deter-
mination of the critical pressure p* and the associated fields of
stresses and velocity. A complete solution must contain the following:
The stress field in the presence of p* must be in equilibrium
throughout the interval 0 s 0 s 00 and each section of the shell must
nowhere violate the yield condition.
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The state of stress at' .any point of a plastic deforming element
of the shell must be on a fully plastic side of the yield surface.
The velocity components v0d) and w(.1) must satisfy the flow rule
C	 associated with the plastic regime: considered for the stress field.
The generalize3 strain-rates must be zero in the rigid portions
of the shell.
The stress and velocity fields must sat sfy continuity and
boundary conditions.
In the work of Lee and Onat 111 complete solutions were found
for the uniformly loaded cap. It seems reasonable, therefore, that a
complete solution for the partially loaded cap which is loaded over
a majority of its surface may be found, using the identical plastic
regimes of the yield surface. If a p* is assumed, then the cap angle
0o and the associated fields of stress and velocity for which p* is the
critical pressure is desired.
The analysis begins by choosing a p* and determining the stresses
starting from the center of the shell. The starting point on the yield
surface is the intersection of the faces 45 and 78. The analysis con-
tinues along the yield surface until the built-in edge of the cap is
reached. The built-in edge of the cap w,-.s determined by Lek; and Onat
(111 to be on face 3 and in the corner AB of the yield surface. At
this point a lower bound has been determined.
In order to show that a complete solution has been obtained,
fil I and X2 and the velocities are determined starting from the built-in
edge. If the X 's are found to be non-negative, then a complete solu-
tion has been obtained.
`Y
t	 !	 ^,	 t
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In the following discussion the same plastic regimes of the
yield surface will be used as were used in the work of ].tee and Onat
(111 for the uniformly loaded sallow cap. These plastic regions are
sLown in Figure 6.1, and in order to remain on the yield surface for the
three regions defined, i.e., faces 47, 4B, 3B 9 the following must hold:
ne-me= - 1 ,	 ne+me= 1
or
ne=0,	 meal	 (Faces 47)	 (6.1)
no - me = -1 , (n0 + mo) - (no + me) _ -1	 (Faces 4B)	 (6.2)
and
(no - m.) - (no - me) = 1 , (no + m.) - (no + me) _ -1
or
no = no ,	 me = 1 + MO	 (Faces 3B)	 (6.3)
Now if a value of p* is chosen, then two equations from the yield condi-
tion and two equilibrium equations are available with which to solve for
the four stress resultants, no ,
 
no, n0 and me. Several different cases
will have to be considered, depending on which face, of the yield surface
the stress point is on, faces 47, 4B, or 3B, and which region of the
shell the stress point is in, i.e., under the loaded portion 0 s S 
^L
or within the unloaded portion of the shell .0L < O S 00.
6.1 Boundary Conditions
It is assumed that the entire shell will undergo plastic defor-
mation at the yield-point state. At the clamped boundary of the shell
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pl 00 , the kinematical boundary conditions are
	 .
v= w= 0 and w' a 0	 (6.4)
r	
Now w is continuous over the shell interval 0 s pl s 00 , since the
transverse shear strains have been neglected. Considering the boundary
conditions (6.4) and the generalized strain-rates (2.14) 0
 then at
A = 0o
ce=Ke =0
(6.5)C0 =v'	 K^ _ - k(v+ wT
where eg amd K0 will, in general, be different from zero. A study of
the flow rule associated with the plastic regimes listed in Table 3.1
shows that only four of the faces can give rise to strain-rates of the
type given in (6.5). They z.^re faces 2, 5, 8 and A, or
(n^ f m^) = 1	 (6.6)
Since the pressure is applied externally and inward, it is expected +
that n^ s 0 and mg s 0 at the built -in edge so that the regime of
interest at 1 = 0o will be face A, or
- n^ - m.0 = 1	 (6.7)
6.2 Stress Field
From Figure 6.1, it is seen that the stress point begins at the
corner of the yield surface where faces 45 and faces 78 intersect and
moves along faces 47 until the corner 7B is reached, i.e., at
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Next the stress point: moves along faces 4B until the corner 34' is
reached, i.e., at
	
n9 - m0 = 0	 (6.9)
The stress point continues to move • along faces 3B until the corner
AB is reached, i.e., at
	
- n
PF 
- 
m0 = 1
	
(6.10)
At this point computations stop, since the boundary condition (6.7) is
fulfilled and a possible location for the built-in edge of the cap has
been reached.
Now the analysis begins with the stress point ir) the corners
of the yield surface at the intersection of faces 45 and 78. As the
stress point begins to move along the yield surface, it advances
along the farces 47. If equilibrium and the yield condition are to be
satisfied on faces 47 9 then (6.1) and (2.8) must be satisfied simul-
taneously. Substituting (6.1) into (2.8), a first-order system of
differential equations for n.9 and m0 is obtained
n	 n - (n +p*) tan 
	
cot
	
(6.11)
m
0
	 mo - ^(n^+p*) tang
 01 cot ^!	 (6.12)
Solving (6.11) and (6.12) with the initial conditions
	
n0 = 0 , mor = 1	 at .0 = 0	 (6.13)
the following  is obtained
n, _ -p*(1 - or cot 1!)
	
(6.14)
kp*(1 - 0 cot 0)	 (6.15)
y u „^.
rc-(... g	 k
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Now (6.1), (6.14) and (6.15) determine the .rajectory of the stress
point in the reg ion 0 s; .0 s $F1
The motion of the stress point on faces 47 with increasing
will be interrupted when the corner 7B is reached. At this point
nor +m^=0	 (6.16)
or using (6.14) and (6.15)
1 - C lkk) 	 p*(1 - Pl cot -0) = 0	 (6.17)
Let the smallest positive root of this equation be denoted
by A1 . If plastic deformations are, to occur everywhere, then further
motion of the stress point on the yield surface is possible along
faces 4B. This motion is controlled by the yield conditions (6.2) and
by the equations of equilibrium (2.8).. From (6.2) it is seen that
me = 1 + no
	
(6.18)
and
na = 2 (n^ + m^)	 (6.19)
Substituting (6.19) into the first of (2.8), then
n
2 m^- Z n^- (n^
+p*) tan  W] cot ^!
	
(6.20)
Substituting (6.15) and (6.19) into the second equation of (2.8), then
mor = [1 - Z m0 +f n0- 	 k(n0+p*) tan2 01 cot
	
(6.21)
Solving (6.20) for m. , then
m,, = 2nd tan W + n.0 + 2(n +p*) tan 	 (6.22)
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and from this
MI = 2nd tan 0 + 2n'(sec 2 0 + tang j^) + nl +4(n0 +p*) tan Pr sec  a
	 (6.23)
Now substituting (6.22) into (6.21)
m _ [1- n' tan .9 - ( +k ) (n^ + p*) tan  s] cot Of
	
(6.24)
Equating (6.23) and (6.24), a second-order differential equation
in n^ is obtained which is
n" + n  [	 2	 ] +n [2 sec 2 0 +1 ( I k)]^sin 0 cos pl	 .0	 2 k
_ cot ^!- p* [ 2 sec 2 0 + 2 C
lk )]
	
(6.25)
No closed form solution for this equation could be found, therefore,
recourse was made to numerical integration with a computer. The values
of n0 and m17 at .1 1 , obtained from the previous steps of the analysis,
provide initial conditions for this step. Appendix E provides the
equations used to solve (6.25). Once K0 has been found, then MO , ne,
and me are obtained from (6.22), (6 . 18) and (6.19), respectively.
Now (6.2), (6.18) 0 (6.19) 9
 (6.22) and (6.25) determine trajectory of
the stress point in the region .0 1 s .0 s 'Y2.
The motion of the stress point on faces 4B with increasing 11
will be interrupted when the corner 34 is reached. At this point, X129
n^ - m^ = 0	 (6.26)
Further motion of the stress point on the yield surface is possible
along faces 3B. "This motion is controlled by the yield conditions (6.3)
5:	
y^Ly	
. rS.w.+wn.^+ns.n-- ^^ rar.- ---,....	 r.r+.o
r
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^9
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and by the equilibrium equations (2.8). Substituting the first equa-
tion of (6.3) into the first equation of (2.8) 9
 then
[-(n^ + p*) tan  01 cot	 (6.27)
Substituting the second equation of (6.3) into the second equation of
(2.8), then
	
m I _ (I -' (n^ +p*) tan  01 cot
	
(6-28)
Solving (6.27) for n.., then
n0 r CI cos 0 - p*	 (6.29)
Now substituting (6.29) into (6.28) and solving for m,,, then
m,, = In (s in 0) + k CI cos 11 + C2	 (6.30)
Now motion of the stress point on faces 3B is controlled by (6.29) and
(6.30) where constants C I and C2 are to be determined for the values
of n0 and m. at 11 _ 02 obtained in the previous step of the analysfe.
The motion of the stress point continues until 17 _ PrL is reached.
Since this is the unloaded region of the caps further motion along
faces 3B is controlled by (6.3) and (2-9). Substituting (6.3) into
(2.9), a system of first-order differential equations is obtained
2	 s in  ^Ln^ _ [ - n tan fd - p* — Z- L A cot .0.	 (6.31)
cos 0
^- 1	 2 1 *since•m^ - [ 1 -in  tan pl - k p 
cot 
2
	
(6.32)
^
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The solutions to these equations are
nof c C3 cos	 - p* sing 0 [1 +cos 0 in (tan Z)]	 (6.33)
M
0 
= In ( s in p!) + k C3 cos 0- k p* s in2 0L cos O In (tan l) + C4
•	 (6.34)
where the constants C3
 and C4
 are to be determined from the values
of n0 and m., at .0 = OL in the previous step of the analysis.
The motion of the stress point on faces 3B continues until
it reaches corner AB where
-nor-m0 = 1
	
(6.35)
The angle 0 = 0o , where the above condition is fulfilled, is, in view
of (6.7), a possible location for the built
- in edge of the cap and
therefore the calculations for the stresses are terminated at this
point. Now a stress field, which is statically admissible, has been
obtained and the chosen p* is equal to or less than the critical pres-
sure for a shell with half opening angle 0 = Oo.
6.3 Velocity
 Field
The plastic regimes of the yield surface are considered to be
the same as those which governed the stresses. The velocities v and w
and the multipliers X I
 and X1 2
 are related through the flow rule (3.11)
and the generalized strain-rates (2.14), by
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ce = v cot	 w = X 1 c
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	 of	 of
xe = - k cot PO(v +w') _ >l1--°-+—
8	 6
•	 of	 of
,Aere 1 and X 2 are non-negative.
Since there is a sign requirement on the % I s, it would be
easier to work with equations which involve only 11 1
 and 1, 2 . Now,
using Table 3.1 and (6.36), the generalized strain-rates for the
faces 3B are found to be
to=-^1 +11 2 , t =%1 'X2
	
xe =11 1 +A2 	, x =-A1-A2
Similarly for the faces 4B it is found that
ce =-11 1 +11 2 , e^=_112
and for the faces 47
1%4
se= _1l l +J1 2 , cO =0
	
xe =1l 1 +A2	, x0 =0
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(6.36)
(6.37)
(6.38)
(6.39)
J1 1 = 0,	 J1 2 a cot 00 (6.43)
1
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Substituting the right-hand side of the above system into the equations
of compatibility (2.15), then
d._..1. = 1 {[-4 cot 0 - (1+a) tan Q1]	 - ( 0 +90 tan 01 X }dO	 2	 1	 2
(6.40)
d-- = 1 {-^(1 -a) tan FI A- (4 cot .0 + (1-a) tan 0] X }
dO	 2	 1	 2
where a = k. Similarly for faces 0
d---1 = 1 {-(2 cot A +(1+a) tan	 [(1+(Y) tan 01 J► }d91	 2	 1	 2
(6.41)
ddx2 = 1 {-[( 1 -0) tan 0 1 h - 1 2 cot 0 + (1-01) tan 0 1d^	 2 	 1	 2
and for faces 47
d--1 = 1 {-[2 cot .0 - ( l+a) tan 0 1 !. - (0+01) tan J11 a }WO	 2	 1	 2
(6.42)
d--? = 1 { ((a-1) tan ^!^	 - (2 cot	 - (a-1) tan 01 J1 }
d0	 2	 1	 2
If the above system of equations -is to be integrated, the
boundary conditions on the A's must be known. Also, it must be known
how the la's change from one plastic regime to another. In the work of
Lee and Onat [ 111, it was shown that the boundary conditions on the A's at
the built - in edge of the cap were
and that for the plastic regimes considered, i.e., faces 47, 48 and 38,
the A ' s were continuous in passing from one regime to another. Since
the problem considered here, i.e:, the partially loaded cap, is different
^. 
F_
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from 1'11 only in relation to the loading, then the same velocity field
may be considered. If the %'s satisfy the above requirements and are
found to be non-negative, then a complete solution is obtained.
C.,	
The equations ( 6.42) governing the X's in the region of the shell
near the center may be solved to obtain
x = 2 t 0 +a) A l cot !^ - AZ esc 01
(6.44)
x Z z Z(0(0-0A l
 cot 0 + AZ esc a3
Substituting these equations into the first two equations of (6.36),
the velocities are found to be
v = A3
 sin 0 + A2 cos 0 - Al a
(6.45)
w = A3 cos 0- AZ sin 0
where A 1 , A2 and A33 are constants to be determined by the previous
step of integration.
From (6.44) it is seen that X 1 and X  become infinite at the
center of the cap. If the X's are to remain non-negative there, then
A,2 Z 0 9
 (1-a)A1 + AZ 2 0	 (6.46)
must hold. Since a » 1, then (6.46) implies that A l t 0 and
Vi	 A2 Z 0. Therefore, the X.'s will remain non-negative if the inequal-
ities (6.46) are satisfied.
A	 -.
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6.4 Results for the Clamped Ca
The results obtained for the clamped cap are presented in
Figure 6.2 where the pressure p versus cap angle 00 has been plotted.
The curve of p versus 00 for the uniformly loaded cap was determined
first Este Figure 6.2). The computer program for this curve is
presented in Appendix F. Once this was satisfactory, that is, when
the results were very close to the results of the work of Lee and Onat
111, then the later part of the program was altered to take into
account the discontinuity in the load. The computer program for the
partially loaded cap is given in Appendix G.
For very small angles, the pressure p tends to infinity;
therefore, the results may be expressed in terms of the dimensionless
pressure
p s in2 0
p=
6k
(6.47)
A table consisting of values of p for small angles of 00 is
presented in Appendix H. Also, curves of stress and velocity
distribution for the uniformly and partially loaded caps are
presented in Appendix 1.
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Figure 6.2. Load carrying capacity for clamped shells
with k = 1/50.
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vCHAPTER VII
DISCUSSION
	
7.1 Simply Supported Cad	 •
The lower- and upper-bound results are presented in Figures 5.2
and 5.3. The collapse load p is plotted against the cap angle for two
.
values of k and various ratios of cap angle to loading angle
It is seen that as k increases, the bounds are close for a larger range
of cap angle 1l0 . Also, as the ratio of cap angle to loading angle
decreases, the bounds become progressively better.
If the lower- and upper-bound equations (4.37), (5 - 8) and (5.20)
are taken to the limit by letting the loading angle equal the cap angle,
i.e., lyo/WL = 1.0, then (4.37) becomes
k
l+k
P_
	
 - (1-00 cot 00
	
C7.1)
(5.8) becomes
+	 kp - (1-110 	 !d )	
C7.2)
	
0
and (5 . 20) becomes
+	 k + cot 0o ( tan ^1 - ' )
	
P	 (1 - 00 cot 00	 (7 ,3)
These bounds correspond exactly to the bounds given previously by
Hodge (1) for a uniformly loaded, simply supported cap. It is
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fortunate that a relative simple membrane solution can be constructed
for the uniformly loaded cap and provide a cut-off lower-bound value..
However, no such simple solution could be found, if one exists, for the
ice•	partially loaded cap.
Certainly the difference between the bounds is appreciable for
large cap angles. However, it must be noted that the exact solution
for the case of the simply supported, uniformly loaded spherical cap
has not yet been found and thus far no other results for the partially
loaded cap have been reported. An exact collapse load has been obtained
only for the special case of the simply supported, uniformly loaded
spherical cap, using a yield condition which neglects all interaction
between forces and moments (1,7,S).
7.2 Clamped.Cap
It was felt that the case of the clamped cap loaded over most
of its surface should produce a pressure versus cap angle curve close
to that of the uniformly loaded cap. Since the cap is loaded over a
major portion of its surface, then 0L is considered to be on faces 38
of the yield surface. A slight alteration of the loading should not
cause a large variation in the results. This is found to be true as
seen in the pressure versus cap angle curve in Figure 6.2. Also, the
stress and velocity distributions  are not altered significantly from
the uniformly loaded cap results, as .seen in Appendix I.
Several curves for the partially loaded cap were computed.
The case for 
JIL 
i__ 0.19 rad . , 0.20 rad . , and 0.22 rad . were considered
(see Figure 6.2). Values of .0
L
 less than 0.19 rad. resulted in 111,
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not being on faces 3B. It is seen that as the loading over the cap
.
increases toward that of being uniformly loaded, the pressure inten-
sity decreases as would be expected. It was found in [111 that the
shallow shell range continued out to approximately 0.28 rad. before
the X's became negative. It was found here that by slightly altering
the load, this cap range is not changed.
In the computer programs the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method
[25l was used for the numerical integration. In order to determine
what step size should be used in the numerical integration technique,
several values were computed with different step sizes. Whenever the
step size caused little change in the results, then that was the step
size used. For the uniformly loaded cap it was found that the maximum
cap angle which could be used before the X's became negative was ^ o =
0.28093 rad. and the load was, p* = 1.42. These values are slightly
different from those found in [11], 00 = 0.2817 rad., p* = 1.39. The
maximum cap angle which could be used before the X's became negative in
the case of the partially loaded cap, 0, , = 0.20 rad., 't4as 0o = 0.28071
rad. and the loading was p* = 1.715.
7.3 Summary
In this work, collapse load bounds have been obtained for certain
simply supported, partially loaded, shallow spherical caps and an exact
*414	 solution has been found for the clamped, partially loaded shallow spher-
ical cap.
The next appropriate steps are thought to be an extension, again
r following Lee and Onat fill, to clamped, partially loaded deep shells and
w
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efforts to obtain an exact solution to the case of the uniformly
loaded simply supported cap. Since almost no work has been reported
on partially loaded spherical caps, it is hoped that these results will
be of assistance in guiding further efforts in the 'area.
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APPENDIX A
EQUXf
 IONS OF EQUILIBRIUM
In considering the equilibrium of the shell element in Figure 2.1,
the equations of equilibrium in dimensionless form are
(n0 sin 0)' - no cos 0 = s sin 0
(n0 + no + 20 sin .0 - (s sin 0)"	 (A.1)
Wm0 sin 0)' - me cos 01 = s sin 0
Now it is desired to rewrite the equations of equilibrium into a form
which does not contain s, since the assumption has been made that
straight normals remain straight and normal and thus the shear strains
have been neglected. Thus the shear force s does no work and is
treated only as a reaction.
Multiply (A.la) by sin 0
(n0 s in 0) ' sin 0 - no sin 0 cos 0 = s sin 2 ^!	 (A.2 )
and (A-lb) by cos 0
n0 sin Ocos 0
+ n 8 sin 0 cos 0 + 2psin0cos 0=
	
_ - (s s in 0) 1 cos 0	 (A.3)
then add (A.2) and (A.3) to obtain
"no sin2 0+2n0 sin 0 cos 0+2p sin 0 cos 0+s 1 sin 0cos 0+
	
+ s cQs 2 0- s sing 0 = 0	 (A.4)
76
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Now
(n^ s in20)' = n' sin  0 + 2nd sin 0 cos pl (A-5)
and
(s sin 0 cos Pl )' = s' sin 0 cos PI + s cos 2 pl - s sin2 (A-6)
Therefore, using (A.5) and (A.6) then write (A.4) as
(n0 sin 	 0)' + (s sin .0 cis O)' + 2p sin A cos	 0
Now integrating
n0 sin 	 0 + s sin 0 cos 0 + p sin 	 0 + C 1 = 0 (A-7)
Using the condition	 s u 0, at	 = 0, then from (A-7)
C1=0
Thus
s = - (n0 + p) tan A
Substituting (A-8) into (A-1a) then
(n0 s in ^)' - no cos	 = - (n + p) sin .0 tan
ng sin 0 + n., cos	 - no cos .0 _ - (n., + p) sin P tan .0
n0sin	 no cos	 n0 cos .0- (n0+p) sin 0 tan 0
nI = (ne - n. - (n ., + p) tan g Ol cot 0
and substituting (A-8) into (A-lc),
k[(m0
 sin ^! )
^ - me cos
	
(n0 + p) sin 0 tan 0
m  sin + m,, cos ^! - me cos ^! _ - k (n^ + p) sin 0 tan
(A-8)
(A.9)
A
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M sin O n me cos A - m^ cos 0- k (n .,+ p) sin O tan 0
M = (me - m0 - k (n0 + p) tan g 01 cot	 (A.10)
114	 Equations (A.9) and (A.10) are valid only where loading occurs from
.0 = 0 to 0 = PlL.
It is seen from (A.8) that a discontinuity in p will cause
a discontinuity in s, which is not allowed. Going back to (A.7)
rewrite as
n0 sin 
2  0+ s s in 0 cos 0+ p s in  0+ CZ = 0	 (A.11)
where p is the intensity of the load in the region g > ^1L . Now at
_ 0L , C2 can be evaluated using (A.11)
n^	 L sin . + s^ sin 0L cos ^! L + p sin2 ^L+ 	 C2 = 0
L	 L
(A.12)
C2 = - n^ sin 2  0L - s^ sin QlL cos PfL - p sin2 ^LL	 L
Substituting (A.8) into (A.12) at 0 _ 0L , since s must be continuous,
then
C2 = - ne s in  0L + (ng + p) tan OL s in ^L cos jdL - p s in2 ^LL	 L
or
C2 = (p - p) s in2 OIL
Substituting (A.13) into (A.11),
n0 sin2 0 + s sin 0 cos + p sin2 .0 + (p - p) sin2 ^L = 0
ssin	 Cos h1 = - n^sin2 ^!- psin2 ^! - (p-p)sin2 JIL	(A.14)
sin 2
^Ls = - (n	 + p) tan ^! - (p
- p) s in cos 51
V 4t y
7 '
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Now consider the case where p p, or the cap is uniformly
loaded, then from (A.14),
s = -(n0 +p) tan 0
which is exactly the same as (A.8).
Now if p = 0, than (A.14) becomes
s in2 0
s = - n0 tan - p sin 
L
L Q	 (A. 15)
Substituting (A.14) into (A.1a),
I in  O!
(n0 sin 0) - n8 cos! _ - (n0+p) sin 0 tan 0 - (p F) coo 0
a in  0L
n0 is in 0. + rtg cos 0 - no cos 0 = - (n0+p) sin 0 tan 0 - (p') co
a in  0
n^ sin 0 = no cos 0 - n0 cos 0 - (n0+p) sin 0 tan 0 - ( p ') cow
2	 s in2 0Ln^ = jn 6 - n0 - (n 0+p) tan 0 - (p-p) , Z---- I cot .0	 (A.16)
cos 0
Substituting (A.14) into (A.lc ),
1  2^	 1	 a in ^L(m0 sin 0) - me cos .0 
= - k(n0+p) sin 0 tan 0 - k(p-p) Cos
1-(n
	 i	 s in  OIL
m0 s in 0 + m0 cos ^! - me cos 0 _ -	 0+p)s in 0 tan 0 - k( p p) co'
1	 y a in  0
m0 sin 0 = me cos 0 - m0 cos 0 - k(n 0+p) sin 0 tan 0 - k p4) co— 	'
•	 2
sin g
m^ = [me - m - k(n +p) tang 0 - 1(p P) -- L cot ^!	 (A.17)0	 0	 0	 k	
cost 0-
Equations (A.16) and (A.17 a v
	
< s
	
) re a lidi  in the region OL 0 00 •
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Now consider the case where p p, or the cap is uniformly
loaded, then from (A.16),
n	 [no - n^ -
 (n +p) tan g
 0^ cot 0
and from (A.17),
810
	[me - m0 
- (n
9 +P) tang 	cot 0
which corresponds to (A.9) and (A.10), respectively.
Now ii p = 0 1
 then (A.16) becomes
2	 s in2 0Ln1W 
_[ ne-n^-n0
 tan j! - p ---2 L cot
	 (A.18)
cos
(0L <0 9 00)
t
r
and (A.17) becomes
1
	 28s in  0Lm0 _ [me-m^ - k n0 tan 0 - k p— Z--- ] cot W
cos 0
(A.19)
(0L < 0 S 00)
Now (A . 18) and (A.19) are the equilibrium equations to be used when
the stress point is in the unloaded region of the cap, 0 L < 0 s 00.
APPENDIX B
tl
PLASTIC FLAW
It is desired to show that plastic flow cannot take place if
the stress point is on only one face of the yield surface.
Face 1
From Table 4.1 it is found that
e^=0,
	 xe =-li ,	 x^=0 (B.1)
Combining ^(B.1) with the compatibility equations (2.15) then
J1^	 _ (cot	 + k tan pl) (B.2)
11	 = Jl sect	cot A
Thus it is seen that the only solution of (B.2)is
	
X = 0.
Face 2
From Table 4.1 it is found that
ee =0 e^=11	 xe= 0	 ;t (B.3)
Combining (B-3) with the compatibility equations  (2.15) then
0=11 cots
(B.4)
0=	 cot 13
Thus it is k-een that the only solution of (B.4) is
	 X = 0.
r
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(B.5)
(B.6)
(B.7)
(8.8)
(B.9)
(B.10)
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Face 3
From Table 4.1 it is found that
C = - x , e0 =X , xe
Combini .n (B.5) with the compatibility equations (2.15) then
a _ (2 cot 0 + k tan P)X
- (cot .0 + sec 0 csc O)X
Thus it is seen that the only solution of (B.6) is X = 0.
Face 4
From Table 4.1 it is found that
Combining (B.7) with the compatibility equations (2.15) then
(cot .0 + k tan 0A
X ^	 see 0 csc 0
Thus it is seen that the only solution of (B.8) is 	 = 0.
Face
From Table 4.1 it is found that
e8=0, e^= - ^, x8 =0, x^=Jl
Combining (B.9) with the compatibility equations (2.15) then
0=(-cot + ti tan JOA
0 = cot
Thus. it is seen that the only solution of (B.10) is
	
x 0.
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Face 6
From Table 4.1 it is found that
e6 = x	, e0 = - X ,	 K6 = - x 	, K0 = X
Combining (B.11) with the compatibility equations (2.15) then
_ - (2 cot .0 + k tan OA
(cot 0 + sec 0 csc OA
Thus it is seen that the only solution of	 (B.12) is
Face 7
From Table 4.1 it is found that
ee =^ e^ =0,	 st K^=0
Combining (B.13) with the compatibility equations (2.15) then.
cot 0 + - tan OA
sec 0 ese ^!
Thus it is seen that the only solution of (B.14) is 1l	 = 0.
Face 8
From Table 4.1 it is found that
ee =0, e^ =a 	K8 =0, Ka =^
Combining (B.15) with the compatibility equations (2.15) then
0=X cotpJ
0 = x cot ^!
Thus it is- seen that the only solution of	 (B.16) is X = 0.
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(B.11)
(B.12)
(B.13)
(B. 14)
(B.15)
(B-16)
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Face 9
From Table 4.1 it is found that
	
8
	 (B.17)
Combining (B.17) with the compatibility equations (2.15) then
-	 _ (2 cot 0 - k tan OA
(B.18)
-	 _ (cot 0 + sec 0 cse OA
Thus it is seen that the only solution of (B.18) is 11 = 0.
Face 0
From Table 4.1 it is found that
	
ee
	
e0 =0 	 xe= -a , x^ =0	 (B.19)
Combining (B.19) with the compatibility equations (2.15) then
-ll - (cot 7-ktanOA
(B.20)
sec 0cac0
Thus it is seen that the only solution of (B.20) is A = 0.
Face A
From Table 4.1 it is found that
(B.21)
Combining (B.21) with the compatibility equations (2.15) then
0 = - cot 0 (B.22)
0=-A cot 
Thus it is seen that the only solution of (B.22) is
	 = 0.
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Face
From Table 4.1 it is found that
e 8 - X , e0 - - a , K B = X , K^ _ -^	 (B.23)
^N	 Combining; (B.23) with the compatibility equations (2.15) then
11 = (- 2 cot 0 + kt an 'PDX
(8.24)
X^_ -(cot 0 + sec 0 esc PA
Thus it is seen that the only solution of (B.24) is X = 0.
\;
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APPENDIX C
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR UPPER BOUND WITH HINGE CIRCLE
FOR SIMPLY SUPPORTED CAP
The following is a computer program, Fortran IV language, which
determines upper bounds on the collapse load for a simply supported,
shallow spherical cap. The cap is partially loaded by a ring load,
concentric with the cap apex, and has uniform intensity.
The only input data required are the values of k. The output
gives 0o/0L of 10, 5 9
 2.5 and in increments of 0.05 rad. from
0o = 0.10 rad. to .o = 0.35 rad.
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1
FORTRAN IV LANGUAGE
UPPER BOUND FUR SIMPLY SUPPORTED CAP WITH HINGE CIRCLE
RATIU OF PHI-ZERJ/PHI-LOADING OF 10,5,2.5,
PHI-ZERO=0.10 TO 0.35 RAD.
READ ( 5 9 1) SK
1 FORMAT (E10.3)
ALP=I.O/SK
A6=(1.0-5K)/(1.0+SK)
PHIZ=0.17
00 9J0 1=196
PHI HM= ARC(,iS (A8 )
IF (PHIZ .LE. PHIHM) PHIHM=PIi:Z
PHIL=0.1!*PtiIt	 •
UU 800 J=113
R ATIO=PHIL/PHIL
SINLS=SlA PHIL)*SIN(PHIL)
BE=PHIL-(SIN(NHIL)*COS(PHIL))
PHIH=PHIL
DO 700 K=J,100
IND=1
1F(PHIH .GE. PHIHM) GO TO 20
CONTINUE
GU TO 50
20 PHIH=PHIHM
IND=2
50 PHIU=PHIL
PMIN=1.OE+06
DO 600 L=J, 100
IF (PHIU .GE. PHIH) GO TU 80
CONTINUE
GO TO 90
80 PHIO=PHIH
90 dB=SK/(1.J+SK)
BC=2.0+ALOG(SIN(PHIH)/SIN(PHIO))
XNUM=BB*BC
BD=1.0+(COS(PHIH)*ALOG(TA :y(PHIH/2.0) /TAN(PHIO/2.0))1
DENUM=(BD*SINLS)-(BE*(CUS(PHIH)/SIN(PHIO)))
P=XNUM/DENOM
IF (P .LT. PMIN) GO'TO 100
CONTINUE
GO TO 500
100 CONTINUE
PMIN=P
PHOMIN=PHIO
5DO IF (PHIU .GE. PHIH) GO TU 650
IF (J . E ft• 1) GO TO 550
CONTINUE
GO TO 600
- - Ww _ _	 _
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550 IF I I I . Eli. 2) .0;2. ( 1 . EQ, 4) .OR. ( l . EQ, 6) )GU TO 575
CUNT INUE
60 TO 60^)
575 IF (L . EQ. 1) PHI O=PIIIC)-3.005
600 PH10=PHIU0.01
650 1• iilTE (6w 1000) ALP,RAfIO,PHIL
iCoOD FORMAT (2x,'ALPtiA=',F4.0o7X#'Ptil—tERO/PH1—LOAD=09 F8.3,
17X,' NFiI — LUAU=' ,F8.5)
WRITE (6, 1001 ) PllItitPHIZtPHOFiINtPMIN
1001 FORMAT (28X,' PHI-HINGE=',Fa.5,'Ptil-ZERO=',Fa.5,6X,
1' PHIU — MI'4=',F8.5, 3X,'P—MIN='rF10.5)
IF (1 ND . EQ o 2) GO TO 750
IF (J .Ea. 1) GO TO 675
CUNT I hlUE
GO TO 700
675 IF t t 1 .EQ. 2) . OR * (I .EQ. 4).OR.( I . Eta. 6) )GO TO 680
CONTINUE
GO TO 700
680 IF (K .EJ- 1) PHIH=PtilH-0.005
700 PHIH=PHIH+0.01
750 CONTI NUE
800 PHIL= 2.0*PtilL
900 PNIZ=PHIL+0.05
STOP
END
0
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STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS FOR SIMPLY SUPPORTED CAP
Presented here are stress distributions for two particular eases
of loading. These distributions are not for the exact collapse load,
but are for a valid lower-bound collapse load.
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APPENDIX E
i -1	 NUMMICAL INTEGRATION EQUATIONS
The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is used to solve the
second -order differential equation
n# + f (0) n' + g(0) n^ = r(PI)	 (C.1)
Now if
dn^
dPl = V
Then (C.1) can be written
(C.2)
dv = - fCP1) v - W) n0 + r(0) = H(O, v, n IT )	 (C.3)
Now write (C.2) and (C.3) as 2 fourth-order Runge -Kutta formulas
vi+I = vi + 6(B^+	 2B2 + 2B3 + B4 )	 (C.4)
where
BI = (A.0) H(Oi , n,, ,
i 
vi)
D	 B
B2 = (d.0) H(O + Q2 , n^ + 7 , vi + 2i (C.5)
D	 BB3 = 090 H(0 + a2 , tip + Z , vi + Z )
i
8 = CQ^) H(PJi A. ^, ng + 04	 3, vi + B3)
i
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and
n^	 n^ 
+ 6 (D1 + 2D2 + 2D
3 + D4 )	 (C.6)
	
i+1	 i
where
Dl	 (APB) (vi)
B
	
D2 = (APB) (vi + 2 )	 _
B	 (C.7)
D3 = CAS) (vi + 2 )
D4 = (AP0) (v + B3)
If (C.7) is substituted into (C.5) and (C.6) then
B 1	 H(Ot, n. , vi)
i
_	 ..	 + A^	 + A^	 + B 1B2	 00) hlPli	 2 ' n0	 2 vi , vi 	 2i (C.8)
8
B = (A?1) H[Or + AO	 AO n + Q^ v i + A4 B1 v i + 2
B	 (A7) H[O + 40, n + (A.0) v + Ai, 8 , vi + B34	 i	 ai	 i	 2 2
and
n	 = n
	 + v(AQ!) + 6 (AP1)(B + B + B3 )	 (C.9)
	
Oi+l	 Oi l 	
i	 1	 2
	
Now vi+l and n0	 may be found from (C.4) and (C.9), respectively,
i+l
with the help of (C.8).
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APPENDIX F
COMPUTER PROCRAM FOR UNIFORMLY LOADED CLAMPED CAP
The following is a computer program, Fortran IV language, which
determines the exact collapse load for a clamped, shallow spherical cap.
The cap is loaded over the entire surface and has uniform intensity.
The input data .required are the values of P, the value of k, the
loading angle 911 , and the increments of 0 desired for the different
regions of the yield surface. DPHI1, DPHI2 and DPHI4 are inered, tits
of .0 used in stepping of algebraic equations. DPHI3 is the increment
of QI used in the numerical integration technique.
Any number of data cards may be used; however, the last card
should contain some nucaber other than zero in column 71.
^a
94
95
C
C	 FORTRA14 IV LANGUAGE
C
C	 UNIFORM LOAD FOR CLAMPED CAP
C
CUMMON AX ► PHI , DPH I , XW, XNP, XM ► XMP, SNM ► DNM # XNT, XMT, P, CX, BX,
1XLO,XLT
2 READ (591) P ► SK , PlilL ► DPliiI ► DPlii2 ► DPHI3 , UPHI4,ID
1 FORMAT ( 'lE 10.0, I 2 )
AX=(1.0+SK)/SK
bX= (1.0-SK) /SK
PHI=0.0
WRITE (6,1000)
	
SK*P
1000 FORMAT('1 4 ,45X,	 'K='F5.3,3X,'P='F10.5//)
WRITE (6,1001)
1001 FORMAT (7X,'PHI',11X ► 'N',13X,'M'912X,'NT',12X,'MT'tI2Xt
1'N-M'910X,'NT-MT',IOX,'N+M',IOX,'NT+MT'/)
DO 100 1=19500
IF (Pill . EQ. 0.0) GO TO 3
CONTINUE
GO TU 5
3 XN=0.0
XM=1 .0
GO TO 30
5 COT = GOS( PHI)/SIN( PHI )
XN=-P*(I.0-(PHI*COT))
XM=1.0+(XN/SK)
30 XNT=0.0
XMT=1.0
SNM=XN+XM
DNM=XN-XM
SNMT=XNT+XMT
DNMT=XNT-XMT
IF (SNM .LT. 0.0)GO TO 155
WRITE(691002) PHI,XN,XM,XNT ► XMT,DN M ► DNMT ► SNM ► SNMT
1002 FORMAT ( 5X,F7.5,5X ► F9.5,5X9F5.595XoF9.515X,F9*5,5X,F9.59
15X9F9.5,5X,F9.5,5X,F9.5)
CONTINUE
100 PHI=PHI+0PHI1
155 IF ((SNM .GE. -1.0E-05) .AND. (SNM .LE. 1.0E-05)) GO TO 160
DO 201 IA=1,20
i	 SINPS=S I r! ( PHI) *SIN (PHI )
AB=PHI-(S1N(PHI)*COS(PHI))
SNMP=-(AX*P*AS)/SINPS
PHI= PHI-(SNM/SNMP)
COT=COS ( PHI ) /SIN (PHI)
XN=-P*(I.O-(PHI*COT))
XM= 1.e0+(XN/SK )
SNM=XN+XM
ONM=XN—X M
IF- (( SNM .GE. -1.0E-05) .AND. (SNM .LE. I.OE-05)) GO TO 160
t ^,	 w
low -
2u1
2 u2
10:3
160
1GU4
96
300
170
400
402
180
1005
403
CUNT I INUE
WRITE (69 1003)
FORMAT ( 2W ERROR' 1
CONT 114UE
PHIU=PHI
WRITE (6t 1004) Pt-iIU,XN,XMtXNT,XMT,DNtl,DNMT,SNMeSNMT
FORMAT(2X,'P1 ',F7.5,5X,F9.5t5XPF9.5t5XtF9.5t5XtF9.5t5Xt
1F9.5t5XtF9.5,5X,F9.5,5XtF9.5)
DO 3UO J=1t500
DPHI=UPHI3
ZALL RKI4T
SNM= XN+XM
UNM=XN—XM
SNMT=XNT+XMT
UNMT=XNT—XMT
IF (L)NM . GT . 0.0 ) , GO TO 170
WRITE 16 t 1032) PHI,XNtXMtXNTtXMTtDNM , DNMTtSNMtSNMT
CONTINUE
PHI=PHI+DPHI3
IF ( 1 NM .LE. 1-DE-05) .AND. (DNM .GE. —1.OE•-05)) GO TO
DO 400 JA=1920
TAN=S IN(P HI) / COS ( PHI )
TANS=TAN*TAPS
COT=1.0/TAN
DNMP=CUT*(-1.O+XM—XN+(BX*(XN+P)*TANS))
DPHI =— (i)NM/DNMP )
CALL RKINT
SNM=XN+XM
DNM=XN—XM
SNMT=XNT+XMT
UNMT=XNT—XMT
IF ((IINM .LE. 1.0E-05) .ANN- (DNM .GE. — 1.0E-05)) GO TO
CONTINUE
WRIT E (60,0031
CONTINUE
PHIT=PHI
WRITE (6,1005) PffiT,XNtXM,XNT,XMT,DNM,DNMT,SNMtSNMT
FORMAT (2X t ' : 'F7.5,5XtF9.5t5XtF9.595XtF9.5t5XtF9.5t5Xt
1F9.5,5XtF9.5t5XtF9.5t5XtF9.5)
COST=CUS(PHIT)
C3=(XN+P)/COST
C4=XM—ALOG(SIN(P1iIT))—((C3*COST)/SKI
PHI=PHIT+GPHI4
DU 500 K=11500
CONTINUE
XN=(C3*COS(PHI))—P
XM=ALOG(SIN(Pr1I))+(C3*COS(PHI)/SK)+C4
SNM=XN+XM
UNM=XN—XM
XNT=XN
XMT=I.O+XM
y.^
180
180
^r	 Nk
97
SNMT=XIIT+XMT
DN14T=XNT-XMT
IF (S INM .I.T. -1.0) GO TO 750
WR ITE (6t1002) PHitXNtXP1,XNTtXMT,DNMtDNMTt SNMt SNMT
500 PHI=PH1 i UPHI4
750 ADU=SNM+1.0
IF ((ADD .GE. - I.OE-05) . AND. (ADD . LE. 1.0E - 05)) GO TO 900
DO 80 0 LA=1930
TAN=S114(P11I)/COS(PHI)
CUT=1.0/ TAN
SNMP=CUT-(AX*(XN+P)*TAN)
PHl=PHI-(ADD/SNMP)
X11= (C3*COS ( PH I ) ) -P
XM=ALUG(5IPI(PHI))+(C3*COS(PHI)/SK)+C4
XNT =XN
XMT=1.0+XM
SNM =XIv +XM
DNM=XN-XM
SNMT=XNT+XMT
UNMT=XNT-XMT
ADD=SNM+1.0
IF ((A DU .GE. -1.0E-05) .AND. (ADD .LE. 1-0E-05)) GO TO 900
BOO CONTINUE
B02 WRITE(6t1003)
900 CONTINUE
PHIZ=PHI
WRITE (691013) F'HIZ,XNitXM,XNT,XMT,DNN,DNMT,SNM,SNMT
1013 FORMAT (2X t 'PZ 'F7.515XtF9.595XtF9.5t5XtF9.5t5XtF9.595XtF9
.5t
15XtF9.5t5XtF9.5t5XtF9.5//)
•	 SINZS=SI%(PHIZ)*SIUtPHIZ)
PB=(P*SINZS)/(6.0*SK)
WRITE (6v2000) 03
2000 FORMAT (2Xt'P-'aR='F10.5)
C	 CHECK LAMBDA'S FOR KINEMATIC FIELD
C
WRITE (691009) SKtPHIZtPHITtPHIO
1U09 FORMAT (' 1' t 2.X t 'K='F5.3 t 3X t tPHIZ =' F9.5t3Xt'PHIT=' F9.5t3Xt
1'PHIO=tF9.5//)
ALP=1.0/SK
PHI=PHIZ
XLO=0.0
XLT=COS(PHIZ)/SIN(PHIZ)
V=1.0
W=0.0
WRITE (6,1010) PHI,XL1tXLTtV,W
1010 FORMAT (2Xt'PHIZ='F9.5,3Xt'LAMBDA - 1='F10.5t 3Xt
1'LAMBDA-2='FIO.5t3X,'V`='F9.5t3Xt•W='F9.5)
AX=1.0+ALP
c	 REDEFINING SX. DIFFERENT FROM BX IN LINE 5.
BX=1.0-ALP
98
1?5 D EL = PHI -11hIT
fF	 (UE.L	 .GE.	 DPHI3)
	
GU	 TU	 110
UPHI=-DEL
I ND=2
GO TO 115
110 INO=l
[)PHI =-DPH 13
115 V=(DPHI*(XLO-XLT+W))+V
CALL RK3B
CUT=COS( Pill )/SIN( PHI )
W=(V*COT)+XLU-XLT
IF	 (IND	 .EQ.	 2)	 GO TO	 120
WRITE	 (6,1011)	 PHI,XLO,XLT,V,W
lull FORMAT	 ( 2X,'PHI	 ='	 F9.5,3X, ' LAMBDA-1='F10.5,3X,
1' LAMBDA-2 =' F 10.5, 3X,' V=' F'9 . 5, 3X,' W =' F9.51
GO TO 105
120 CONTINUE
PHIT=PHI
WRITE
	 (6 9 1006)	 PHIT,XLO,XLT,V,W
1006 FORMAT	 (2X,'PHIT='F9.5,3X,'LAMSDA-1='F10.5,3Xt
1' LAMBDA-2=' F10.5, 3Xt'V='F9.5, 3Xr'W ='F9.5)
125 DEL=PHI-PHIO
IF	 (DEL	 . GE.	 DPHI3)
	
GO TO 130
UPHI=-DEL
I ND=4
GO TO 140
130 1ND=3
DPHI=-DPHI3
140 V =( UPHI*(XLD- XLT+W))+V
CALL RK43
COT=COS(PHI)/SIN(PHI)
t.	 (V*COT)+XLO-XLT
IF	 (IND	 .EQ.	 4)	 GO TO 150
WRITE	 (6,1011)
	
PHI,XLO,XLT,V,W
GO TO 125
150 CONTINUE
PHIO=PHI
WRITE	 ( 6,1007)	 PHIU,XLO,XLT,V,W
1007 FORMAT	 (2X,'PHIO='F9.593X,'LAMBDA-1='F10.593X9
1'LAMBDA-2='F10.5,3X,'V='F9.5,3X•'W='F9.5)
TANO = SIN(PHIO) /CUS(PHIO)
4, COTO=1.0/TANUSECO=1.0/C0S(PHIO)
A1=TAIID* (XLO+XLT )
A2=SIN(Pl^110)*((AX*COTO*A1)-(2.0*XLO))
A3=(W*SEGO)+(A2*TANG)
PHI=PHI-DPHI1
DO 200 M=1,500
101 CSC=1.0/SIN(PHI)
• COT= CDS(PHI) / SIN(PHI)
XLO=0.5*((AX*Al*COT)-(A2*CSC))
	 .
99
XLT=D.5* ((BX r Al*CUT)+(A2*CSC) )
V=(A3*SIN(Plil))+(A2*COS( HI))-(AI*ALP)
W=(A3xC0S(PHI))-(A2*SIN(PHI))
IF (I ND . EQ. 5) GO TO 250
IF (PliI .LE. 0.001) GO TO 175
WRITE 16,1011) PHI,XLO,XLT,V,W
GO TO 200
175 PHI=0.001
1ND =5
GO TO 101
200 PHI=NHI-DPHI1
250 WRITE (691011) PriI,XLO,XLT,V,W
XINEQ1=(AX*A1)-A2
XINEW2=(BX*A1)+A2
WRITE (691003) XINEQI,XINEQ2,Al9A2
100E FORMAT (2X,'(l+ALP)A1-A2='F9.5,3X,l(1-ALP)A1+A2=IF9.5*
13X,'A1='F9.5,3X,'A2='F9.5)
IF (ID E Q. 0) GO TO 2
950 CONTINUE
STOP
END
SUBROUT I'VE RK I NT
COMMON AX iPHI , DPHII,XNt XNP,XM,
 XMP, SNM,DNM, XNT,XMT,P,CX,BX,
1XLO,XLT
GUT=CUS(PHI)/SIN(PHI)
SEC=1.0/C0S(PHI)
TAM=1.0/COT
CSC=1.0/SIN(PHI)
F=2.0*SEC*CSC
G=(2.0*SC*SEC)+(0.5*AX)
R=(0.3*COT*COT)-(P*G)
XNP=CGT*((0.5*XM)-(0.5 *Xti)-((XN+P) *TAN*TAN))
H=-tF*Xi4P)-( G *XN)+R
81=DPHI*H
PHII=PHI+(0.5*DPHI)
XN2=Xti+(0.5*DPHI*XNP)
XNP2=XNP+(0.5*dl)
COT=C6S(PHII)/SIN(PHII)
SEC=1.0/COS(PHII)
TAN=1.0/COT
CSC=1.0/SIN(PHII)
F=2.0*SEC*CSC
G=(2.0 *SEC*SEC)+(0.5*AX)
R=(0.5*CUT*CDT)-(P*G)
H=-(F*XNP2)-(G*XN2)+R
82=DPtiI*H
XN3=Xiq+(3.5*DPHI*XNP)+(4.25*DPHI*B1)
XNP3=XNP+(0.5*B2)
H = - (F*XNP3) -(G*XN3)+R
•	 B3=DPHI*H
PHII=, 'I+DPHI	 .
a.
h 3
100
t
XN4 =Xrti +(U Pit 1 *xNP) 4 (0.5*DPHI+ 1323
XNP4=XiiP+33
CUT=C0S ( PHI I) /S I:+J 1 PHII )
SEC=1.0/t:GS(PHII )
I*AN=1.D/CUT
CSC=1.0/SI NMI II )
F=2*0*SEC*CSC
G=12.0*SEC*SEC)+(0.5*AX)
R=(0.5*COT*COT)-(P*G)
H=-tF*XNP4)-(G*XN4)+R
B4=UPHI*H
XN=X,r+(DPHI*XNP)+((DPIAI*(B1+B2+B3) )/6.0)
XNP=XjNP+((B1+(2.0*B2) +(2.0*B3)+B4)/690)
PHI=PHII
XM=(2.:1* XNP *TAN) +XN+ 12.0* (XN+P) * TAN* TAN )
SNM=XN+XM
XNT=J.5*SNM
XMT=1*O+XNT
RETUZN
END
SUBROUTIIIE RK3B
COMMON AX t PHI tDPHItX:4,XNP,XMtXMPtSNM,DNMtXNT,XMT,PtCXtBXt
1XLUtXLT
TAN=SIN( PHI )/COS(PHI )
COT=1.Q/TAN
F1=-(2.0*COT)-(0.5*AX*TAN)
F2=-(0.5*AX*TAN)
F3=-(0.5*BX*TAN)
F4=-(2.0*COT)-(0.5*BX*TAN)
E1=(F1*XLO)+(F2*XLT)
E2=(F3*XLU)+(F4*XLT)
AK1 =UPHI *E1
Q1=DPHI*E2
PHI I=PHI+10.5*DPHI)
XL02=XLU+(0.5*AK1)
XLT2=X•LT+(0.5*Q1)
TAN=SIN(PHII)/C0S(PHII)
CUT=1.0/fAN
F1=-(2.0*CUT)-(0.5*AX*TAN)
F2=-(0.5*AX*TAN)
F3=-(0.5*BX*TAN)
F4=-(2.0*CUT)-(0.. 5*BX*TA;4)
E1=(F1*XL02)+(F2*XLT2)
E2=(F3*XL02)+(F4*XLT2)
AK2=UPHI*E1
02=DPHI*E2
XL03=XLO+(0.5*AK2)
XLT3=XLT+(0.5*Q2)
E1=(F1*XL03M F2*fXLT3)
E2=(F3*XL03)+(F4*XLT3)
AK3=UPHI*E1
101
Q3=DPHI*E2
PHII=PHI+DPHI
XL04=XLU+AK3
XLT4=XLT+Q3
TAN=SlN ( PHII) /C0S(PHII)
COT=1.0/TAN
F1=—(2*:o*C0T)—(0.5*AX*TA"I)
F2= — ( j .! oo-AX *TAN)
F3=—(G.5*BX*TA(4)
F4=—(2.0*COT)—(0.5*BX*TAN)
El=(Fl*XLU4)+(F2*XLT4)
E2=(F3*XL04)+(F4*XLT4)
AK4=0PHI *E1
Q4=DPHI*E2
XLO=XLU+((AK1+(2*0*AK2)+(2.0*AK3)+AK4)/6*0)
XI.T =XLT+((Q1+ (2*0*Q2)+(2.0*Q3)+Q4 )/6.0)
PHI=PHII
RETURN
END
SUBROUT I 'VE RK48
CUMMWN AXoPHI #DPHI,XN,XNPoXM#XMP,SNMtDNM,XNT•XMTtP*CX*6X*
IXLO9XLT
IAN=SIN( PHI )/COS(PHI )
COT=1.0/ rAN
F5=—COT (U.5*AX*TAN)
F6=—(0.5*AX*TAN)
F7=—(0*5 * BX*TAN)
FB=—COT—(0.5*BX*TAN)
E3=(FS*XLG)+(F6*XLT)
E4=(F7*XLO)+(FB*XLT)
AK1=DPHI*E3
©1=DPHI*E4
PHII = PHI+(0.5*DPHI)
XL02=XLO+(0.5*AK1 )
XLT2=XLT+(0*5*Q1)
TAN=SlN(PHII) /C0S(PHII)
COT =1.0/TAN
F5=—COT—(0.5*AX*TAN)
F6=—(0*5 * AX*TAN)
F7=—(0.5 * BX*TAN)
F8=—COT—(0.5*BX*TAN)
E3=(F5*XL02)+(F6*XLT2)
E4=(F7 *XL02)+(FS*XLT2)
AK2=DPHI*E3
Q2=0PHI*E4
XL03=XLO+(0.5*AK2)
XLT3=XLT+(0.5*Q2)
• E3=tF5*XL03)+(F6*XLT3)
E4=(F7*XL03)+(F8*XLT3)
AK3=DPHI*E3
Q3=DPHI*E4
a ^k	 Y
.F 3¢ ^, r .
low
Plil l=PHI+DPH1
XLU4=XLU*AK3
XLT4=XL1'-03
JAN=31 N ( PHI 1) / COS (PH I I )
CUT=1.0/1'AN
F 5= — CUT —
 t J. 5* AX* TAN )
F6=—(0.5*AX*TAN)
Fa= — (0.ti*OX*T IN)
F8=— CUT—(0*5*BX*TAN)
E3=(F5*XLU4)+(F6*XLT4)
E4= ( F7*XL04) + ( FB*XLT4 )
AK4=UNHI*E3
Q4=DPil1*E4
XLU=XLO+((AKI+(2.0*AK2) +(2.0*AK3)+AK4)/6.0)
XLT=XLT+ II01+(2.3*02)+(2.0*03)+Q4)/6.0)
PHI= PHI I
RETW(N
E N 0
102
to	 '
a
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APPENDIX G
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PARTIALLY LOADED CWIPED CAP
The following is a computer program, Fortran IV language, which
determines the exact collapse load for a clamped, shallow spherical cap.
The cap is partially loaded by a ring load, concentric with the cap
apex, and has uniform intensity.
The input data required are the value of P, the value of k, the
loading angle OIL , and the increments of .0 desired for the regions of the
yield surface. DPHI1, DPHI2 and DP11I4 are increments of 0 used in
stepping of algebraic equations. DPHI3 is the increment of 0 used In
the numerical integration teshnique.
Any number of data cards may be used; however, the last card
should contain some number other than zero in column 71.
04
C
C	 I-ORTRAN IV LANGUAGE
C
C	 LARGE LOADING ANGLE FOR CLAMPED CAP
C	 PHIL Oil FACES 3B
C
COMMON AA9 PHI vDPH19XNtXNPvXMvXMPoSN14tDNMtXNT•XMTIP,CX,t3x9
1XLOtXLT
2 READ (5 9 1) P,SK,PHIL,DPIII 1,OPHi2oDPH13,OPH14, I.D
1 FORMAT (tE10.0 9 I2 )
AX=IloO+SK)/SK
3X=(1.0—SK)/SK
efiI=O.Ct
WRITE (611000) PNILrSKvP
1v00 FORMAL' (110,45X#'PHIL='F8.5t3Xt'K='F5.3t3Xt'Ps'F10.5//)
WRITE (691001)
1001 FORMAT 17X#'PHI' o llXt'`J't 13X,'M' t 12X # 'NT' 912Xo'MT' •12X1
1'N—M',iGX,'NT—MT',IOX91N+M',IOX,'NT+MT'/)
00 100 1=1#500
IF (PHI .Eq. 090) GO TO 3
CONTINUE
GO TO 5
3 XN=0.0
XM=1.0
GU TO 30
5 COT=C0S (Pi1I) / S I N t PHI )
XN=—P*(1.0—(PHI*COT))
XN#=1.G+(XN/SK )
30 XNT=0.0
XMT=1.0
SNM=XN+XM
DNM=XN—XM
SNMT=XNT+XMT
UNMT=XNT—XMT
IF (SNM .LT. 0.0)G0 TO 155
WRITE(6v1002) PHI,XNtXM,XNT,XMT,DNM,UNMT,SNM,SNMT
1002 FURMAT (5X,F7.5,5X,F9.5,5X,F9.595X•F9.5,5X,F9.5t5X,FOt"t
15X,F9.5t5XtF9.5s5X,F9.5)
CONTINUE
100 PHI=PHI+DPHI1
155 IF ((SNM .GE. — 1.0E-05) .AND. (SNM .LE. 1.0E-05)) GO TO 160
UO 201 1A=1,20
SINPS=SI4(PHI)*SIN(PHI)
A6=PHI—(SIN(PHI)*COS(PHI))
SNAP=—(A4*P*AQ)/SINPS
PHI =PHI — ( SNM/ SNMP )
COT=COS(NHI)/SIN( PHI )
•	 XN=—P*(1.0—(PHI*COT))
XM=1.0+(X;I/SK )
SNM=XN+XM
ONM=XN—XM
Fww
105
IF	 ((SN?4	 .GE.	 — i.0E -051 	. AND.	 ( SUM	 .LE.	 1.0E-05))
	
GO
2)1 CUNT I NUE
2J2 WRITE	 (691003)
1003 FORMAT	 (2XttERROR')
i60 CONTINUE
PHIU=PHI
WRIT:	 (6,1004)	 PIiIOtXN•XMtXNTtXMTtD!4MtDNMT,S "4M#SNMT
1004 f= ORMATt2X9 1 P1 	 t9 F7.595XtF9.5t5X,F9o5t5XtF9.5t5XtF9.5t
15X9F9.5,5XtF9.5t5XtF9.5t5XtF9.5)
DO 300 J=1,500
UPHI=UPtiI3
CALL RKINT
SNM =XN+XM
UNM=XN—XM
SNMT=Xf4T,+XMT
UNMT=XNT—XMT
IF	 (DNM .GT.	 O.OI	 GO TO	 170
WRITE
	 (6910021
	 P*.Iit XNtXMtXNTtXMTtDNMtUNMTtSNM,SNMT
CONTINUE
300 PHI=PHI+UPHI3
170 IF	 (()NM	 .LE.	 1.0E-05) 	 .AND.	 (DNM	 .GE.	 —1..0E-05))	 GO
00 40J JA=1920
TAN=S IN( PHI )/COS (PHI I
TANS-T1'.N*TAN
COT=1.0/rAN
UNMP=CUI**(-1.O+XM —XN+(BX*(XN +P)*TANS)
 I
UPti I=—(  E)"IM/DUMP )
CALL RKINT
SNM=XN+XM
UNM=XN—XM
SNMT = XNT+XMT
UNMT=X.iT—XMT
IF ( t UNM . LE.	 1. D E-05) . AND. (DNM. .GE, — 1.OE-05)) GO
400 CONTINUE
4U2 WRITE	 (611003)
180 CONTINUE
PHIT=PHI
WRITE
	
(6,1005)	 PHITtXNtXMtXNTtXMTtDNM#DNMTtSNMtSNMT
1605 FORMAT	 ( "X 9 t P2	 OF7.595XtF9.5,5X,F9.5t5XtF9.595X,F9.5,
15XtF9.595XtF9.5t5XtF9.593XtF9.5)
COST=COS( PHIT)
C3,= t XN+P) /COS T
C4=XM—ALOG(SIN(P1iIT))—((C3*COST)/SK)
PHI = PHIT+UPHI4
00 500 K=1090
IF	 (PHI	 .LT.	 PHIL) GO TO 403
PHI=PHIL
CONTINUE
403 XN=(C3*C0S( PHI))—P
XM=ALOG(SI,'V(PHI))+(C3*COS(PHI)/SK)+C4
SNM=XN+XM
TO 160
TO 180
TO 180
106
DNM=XN—XM
,(NT=XN
XMT=1 .0+AM
SNMT=XNT+XMT
UNMT =XNT—XMT 
IF
	
(Pill	 . E0.
	
PHIL)
	
GO TO 650
' WRITE	 (6 1 1002)
	
PHI,Xlq tXM,XNTtXMTtUNM#DlgMT,SNI'1#SNMT
500 PHI=PHI+DPHI4
650 ohlItL
	
(6,1012)	 PFiILtX'JtXM#XNT#XMT#DNMtDNMT#SNM,SNMT
1012 FURMAT	 (?_X t 	 t PL	 tF7.5t5X9F995t5XtF9.5t5X,F9.595X9F9."•t
' 15XtF9.5t 3Xt F9.595XtF9.5t5XtF9.5)
TANtIP=S I.4 (0.5 *PHIL) /COS (0.5* PHIL )
SINL5=SI.,J(PHIL1*SIN(P1iIL)
CX=P*SINLS
UX=(CUS(PHIL)*ALOG(TA'4HP) )
EX=I.D+UX
C1=(XN+(CX*EX))/COS(PHIL)
C2=Xr4 — ALOG(SIN(PHIL)) — tCl *COS (Pill L)/SK)+(CX*UX/SK)
PHI=PHIL+DPHI4
DO 700 L=1#500
TANHP=5I'4(0.5*PHI)/COS(0.5*PHI)
SINPS=SIAPHI)*SIN(PFiI)
FX=C0S(P11I) *ALOG(TANHP 1
GX=1.0+FX
XN=(C1*COS(PHI))-1CX*GX)
XM=ALOG(SIN(PHI))+(Cl*COS(PHI)/SK)-'(CX*FX/SK)+C2
XNT=XN
XMT=1.0+XM
SNM=XN+XM
DNM=XP•i—XM
SNMT=XNT+XMT
UNMT=XfiT—XMT
IF	 (SNM	 .LT.	 — 1.0)	 GO TO	 750
WRITE.
	
(6,1002)	 PHItXNtXMtXNT,XMT,DNMtONMTtSNMtSNMT
700 PHI=PHI+DPHI4
750 ADD=SNM+1.0
IF	 ((ADD .GE.	 —1.0E-05)	 .AND.	 (ADD .LE.	 1.0E-05))
	
GO TO 900
UO 800 LA=1t20
TAN=SIN(PHI)/COS(PHI)
CUT=1.0/1'AN
SEC=1.0/COS(PHI)
SNMP=C01•*(1.3—(AX*XN*TAN*TAN)—(AX*CX*SEC*SEC))
PHI=PHI — t NOD/ SNMP )
TANHP=SIfi(0.5*PHI)/CUS(0.5*PHI)
SINPS =SlN(PHI) *SIN(PHI)
FX=CUS(PHI)*ALOG(TANHP)
GX=1.0+FX
• XN=(C1*C0S(PH M—(CX*GX)
XM=ALOG(SIN(PHI))+(C1*COS(PHI)/SK)—(CX*FX/SK)+C2
XNT=XN
XMT=1.OfXM
b µ	 s	 A	 r ^, ..
	 q , y,._	 ^	
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SNlr1=XN4'Xt'1
0NM=XN-XM
.,N14T=XNT+XMT
V NMT=XNT-XMT
:BUD=SNM+1.0
( "•' IF	 ((ADD	 .GE.	 -1.0E-05 1 	 . AND.	 (ADD .LE.	 1.0E-05))	 GO TO 900
600 CONTINUE:
b02 WRITE(60003)
900 CONTINUE
PHIZ=PHI
WRITE	 (6,1013)	 PHIZ,XNtXM,XNTtXMT,DNMtDNMTtS!•(MtSNMT
1013 FORMAT	 12X,	 'PZ	 'F7.595X,F9.595XtF96595XtF9.5t5XtF9.5t
15X, F9.5t5XtF9.5,5XtF9.5t5XtF9.5//)
SINZS=SI'I(PH1 Z)*SIN(PH1Z)
PB=(P*SI zZS)/(6.0*SK)
WRITE	 (6 9 2000)	 PB
2000 FORMAT	 (2X,' P-BAR=' F10.51
C CHECK LAMBDA'S FOR KINEMATIC FIELD
C
WRITE
	 (691009)
	
SK,PHIZtPHIT,PHIO
1009 FORMAT	 ('i't2X,$K='F5.3t3Xt'PHIZ='F9.5t3Xt'PtilT='F9.593Xt
1' PH I U = ' F 9 .5// )
ALP=1.0/SK
PHI=PHIZ
XLO=0.0
XLT= COS (PHI Z)/SIMPHIZ)
X=1.0
k1=0.0
WRITE
	 (611010)
	
PHI,XLOtXLTtVtW
WID FORMAT	 (iXt'PHIZ='F9.5t3Xt'LAMSDA-1='F10.5t3Xt
1'LAMBDA-Z='F10.593Xt'V='F9.5t3Xt'W='F9.5)
AX=1.0+ALP
C REDEFINING BX.	 DIFFERENT FROM BX IN LINE 5.
BX=1.0-ALP
105 UEL=PliI-PHIT
IF WEL . GE.	 DPHI 3) GO TO 110
DPHI=-DEL
I ND= 2
GO TO 115
110 INU=1
'DPHI=-DPHI3
115 V=(DPHI*IXLO-XLT+W))+V
CALL RK3B
COT=COS (PHI ) / S IN't Pill 1
W= (V * COT) +XLU"XL T
IF	 ( 1 140	 . N.;^?)	 GO	 Tf	 120
WR11E
	 (6 t 101	 ;t	 P-11,	 LO,XLTtVtW
1011 FORMAT	 (2X,'94..11	 =t	 F9.5,3Xt'LAMBDA-1=' F10.5t 3Xt
1'LAMBDA-2='F10.5,3Xt'V='F9.5t3Xt'W='F9.5)
• GO TU 105
120 CONTINUE	 .
h	 i { r f	 Xa
^j
^^;e	 o-
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PHIT=PHI
WRITE (6 # 1006) Pii I T, XLO, XLT, V, W	 -
10^)6 FURM,%T (2X, $Pl ilT= 'F9.5,3X,'LAMSDA— l='F10.5,3X,
1' LAM; DA- 2=' F10.5, 3X,' V = ' F9.5, 3X,' W='('9.5)
125 DEL=NMI—Pil10
IF (DEL .GE. OPHI3) GO TO 130
OPHI=—DEL
IIJO=4
GO TO 140
130 INU=3
UPHI=—DPHI3
140 V=lDPHI* (XLO— XLT +W)) +V
CALL RK43
COT=COS( PHI)/SIN( PHI )
W=(V*COT)+XLU—XLT
IF ( 114D . EQ. 4) GO TO 150
WRITE (6, 1011) PtiI,XLO,XLT,V,W
GO TO 125
150 CONT I NUE
PHIO =PtiI
WRITE ( 6 1 1007) PHIO,XLOtXLT,V,W
1007 FORMAT (2X,'PHIO='F9.5,3X,'LAMBDA-1='F109593X,
1'LAIO.EUA-2='F10.5,3X,'V='F9.5,3X,'W=OF9.5)
T ANO=S I iV (PH I O) /CU S (PH I O)
COTU=1.0/ FANO
SEC0=1.01COS(PNIO)
Al = TANO* (XLO+XLT )
A2=SIN(PriIU)*((AX*COTU*AI)—(2.0*XLO))
A3=(W*SECO)+(A2*TANO)
PHI=Pkil—DPHI1
GU 200 M=1000
101 CSC=1.0/SIN(PHI)
COT=COS(PHI)/SIN(PHI)
XLO=D.5*((AX*A1*GUT)—(A2*CSC))
XLT=0.5*((3X*A1*CUT)+(A2*CSC))
V=(A3*SI:4(PHI))+(A2c.COS(PHI))—(A1*ALP)
W=(A3*CUS(PHI))—(A2*SIN(PHI))
IF (IND .EQ. 5) GO TO 250
IF (PHI L.E..
	
0.001) GO TO 175
WRITE (6 1 1011) PHI,XLO,XLT,V,W
GO TO 200
175 P141=0.001
IND =5
GO TO 101
200 PHI=PHI—DPHI1
250 WRITE (6 t 1011) PHI,XLO,XLT,V,W
XINEQ1=(AX*A1)—A2
XINEQ2=(3X*A1)+A2
WRITE (6 9 1008) XINEQI,XINEQ2,A1,A2
IC:08 FORMAT (2X,'(1+ALP)A1—A2= 'F9.5,3X,1(1—ALP)AL+A2='F9.5,
13X,'A1='F9.5,3X,'A2='F9.5)
W-	
- low
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IF (ID .EQ. 0) GO TO 2
950 CONT INUE
STOP
c".ND
SUBRUUT I .^4E RK I NT
CUM+MUN AX,Pi-iI sOPHI,X^',XNP,XM tXhiP,SNM,DNMrXNT,XMT,PtCXPBXt
1XLO,XLT
COT=GUS(,MiI )/SIN( PHI)
SEC=1.0/CUS(PHI)
TAN=1 .0/CIIT
CSC=1.0/SIN(PHI)
F=2,^D*SEC*CSC
G=(2.0*SEC*SEC)+(0.5*AX)
R= (G. 5*CUI* *CDT )- (P*G )
XN,P=CUT*((0.5*XM)-(0.5*Xi4)-((XN+N)*TAN*TAN))
H=-(F*XNi')-(G*XN) +R
BI=DPHI *H
PHII=PHI*(0.5*OPHI)
XN2=XN+(0.5*UPHI*XNP
XNP2=Xt4P+(0.5*B1)
COT=C0S(PHTI)/SI`t(PHII )
SEC=1.0/ CUS(PHII )
fAN=1.0/CUT
CSC=1.0/SIN(PHII)
F= 2.0 *SEC*CSC
G=(2.0*SEC*SEC)+(0.5*AX)
R=(0.5*COT*COT)-(P*G)
H= - (F*XNP2) - (G*XN2) +R
32=DVHI*H
XN3=XN+(0.5*DPHI*XNP)+(0.25*DPHI*81)
•	 XNP3=At4P+(0.5*82)
H=-(F*XNP3)-( G*Xi'13)+R
33=DPHI *H
PHII=PHI+OPliI
XN4=XN +(i)NH I*XNP)+(0.5*OPHI*B2)
XNP4=XNP+B3
COT=C0S(PHII)/SI4(PHII)
SEC :-1,0/GOStPHII )
TAN=1.0/COT
CSC=1.0/SIN(PHII)
F=2.0*SEC*CSC
`	 G=(2.0*SEC*S:.C)+(0.5*AX)it =(0.5*C0T*C0T)-(P*G)
H=-(F*XNP4)-(G *Xii4)+R
64 =0PHI *li
XN=Xi.+(OPHI*XNP) +((DPHI*(81+B2+83))/6.0)
XNP= XNP+((Q1+(2.0*B2)+(2.0*B3)+94)/6.0)
PHI =PHI I
Xii= (2 .0*XNP*TAN) +Xrj +( 2.0* (XN+P) *TAN*TAN)
SNM=XN+XM
XNT=0.5*SNM	 .
_.
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XF^T=I.O+XNT
RE1 URN
E N D
SUB? CU'f 1 I E RK 34
COMMUN' AX t Niil tUPHltXtitXtIPtXMtXMPtSNMtUtlMtXNTtXt4TtPtCXtBXt
1XLOtXLT
`	 TAN=SIM I'M )/COS( PHI )
CUT=1.0/TAN
F1=-(2.0*CUT)-(0.5*AX*TA4)
F2=-(t,.5*AX*•TAN)
F3=-(0.5*CX*TAN)
F4=-(2.0*COT)-(0.5*BX*TAN)
E 1=( F 1 *XLG) +( F 2*XLT )
E2=(F3*XLU)+t F4*XLT)
AKI=UPF'it *E1
QI=DIHI•*C2
Pi-1I I=PHI+ (0.5 *DPHI )
XL02=XLU+(0.5*AK1)
XLT2=XL1•+(0.5*01)
TAN=S 1i'l( Piil I) /COS ( PHI I )
CUT=1.0/ TAN
Fl=-( 2.0 *COT) -(0.5*AX*TAN )
F2=-;0.5xAX*TAN)
F3=-t0.,5 *BX *TA-N)
F4=-(2.0*COT)-(0.5*BX*TW4)
E1=(Fl•*XL02)+(F2*XLT2)
E2=IF3*•XLU2)+tF4*XLT2)
AK2=1)PHI *21
Q2=DPHI*•E2
XL03=XLU+( C , .5 4AKZ )
•	 XLT3=XLT+(0.5 *Q2)
E• 1=( F 1 *XLU3) + ( F2* XLT 3)
E2=(F3*XL03)+(F4*XL13)
AK3=DPHI*E1
03=DPHI*E2
NHII = PHI+DPHI
XL04=XLO+AK3
XLT4=XLT+Q3
TAN= SIN(PHll) /COS(PHII)
COT=1.0/TAN
F1=-(2.0*COT)-(0.5*AX*TAN)
F2=-10.5*AX*TA[4)
F3=-(0.5*BX*TAN)
F4=-( 2.0*COT) -(0.5*BX*TAN)
E1= (FI*XL04)+(F2yXLT4)
E2=tF3*XL04)+(F4*XLT4)
AK4=UPHI¢E1
Q4=DPHI*E2
XLO=XLO+11AK1+(2.0*AK2)+(2.0*AK3)+AK4)/6.01
XLT=XLT+1101+(2.0 *Q2)#(2.0*Q3)+04)/6.0)
PHI=PHII
)
t
._f	 a-
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RE TURN
ENU
SUBROUT I`lE RK4B
COMMION AX, PHI , DPH I , Xrj, XNP, XM, XMP, S14M, UNM, XNT, XMT, P, CX, OX,
1XLO#XLT
TAN=SIN(PliI)/COS(PHI )
COT=1.0/TAN
F 5=••GUT- (U.5* AX* TAN )
FG=-(0.5 *AX*TAN)
F 7=-10.5*BX*TAN)
F8=-C0T-(0.5*BX*TAN)
E3=(F5 *XL 0)+(F6*XLT)
E4=(F7*XLU)+(F8*XLT)
AK1=DPlAl *E3
Q1=DPHI *E4
PHII=PHI+(0.5*DPll	 )
XL02=XLO+(0.5*AK1)
XLT2 = XLT +(0.5*01)
T*AN=S Il-J( PHI I) /COS (PH I  I )
COT=1.0/TAN
F5=-COT-(3.5*AX*TAN)
F6=-10.5*AX*TAN)
F7=-(0.5*BX*TAN)
F8=-CUT-(0*5*BX*TAN)
E3=(F5*XLU2)+(F6*XLT2)
C4=(F7*XL02)+(F8*XLT2)
AK2=UPHI*E3
Q2=OPHI*E4
XL03=XLU+(0.5*AK2)
XLT3=XLT+(0.!P*Q2)
E3=(F5*X1.03)+(F6*XLT3)
E4=(F7*XL03)+(F8#XLT3)
AK3=0PHI*E3
Q3=DVHI *E4
PHIL=PHI+UPHI
XL04=XLU+AK3
X LT4=XLT+Q3
TAN=SIN(P HII)/COS(PHII)
COT=1.0/TAN
F5=-CUT-(0.5*AX*TAN)
F6=-(0.5*AX*TAN)
F7=-(0.5*BX*TAN)
F8=-COT-(0.5*BX*TAN)
E3=(F5*XL04)4(F6*XLT4)
E4=(.F7*XL04)+(F8*XLT4)
AK4=DPHI*E3
Q4=DPHI*E4
XLO=XLO+((AK1+(2.0*AK2)+(2.0*AK3)+AK4)/6.0)
•
XLT=XLT+((Ql+(2.)*02)+(2.0*Q3)+Q4)/6.0)
PHI =PHII
RETURN
END
Uniform Load OL = 0.20 rad.
0o p 0o P
0.08578 0.91746 0.21202 0.92753
0.09214 0.91713 0.22607 0.94206
0.10016 0.91657 0.24574 0.98640
0.11073 0.91586 0.27532 1.07781
0.12555 0.91469 0.28071 1.09689
0.14287 0.92924
0.15362 0.92686
0.20145 0.91748
0.27804 0.91028
The values in Table H.1 are ci:,.lculated from (6.47).
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TABLE H.1
DIMENSIONLESS PIMSURES FOR SMALL CAP ANGLES
low "
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APPENDIX I
it STRESS AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR CLAMPED CAP
Stress and velocity distributions for the uniformly loaded cap
with p* = 1.420 are presented in Figures I.1 and 1.3. Stress mid,
velocity distributions for the partially loaded cap, p* = 1.715 and
.
p1L = 0.20 rad., are presented in Figures I.2 and I.4.
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Figure I.I. Stress distribution for p* =1.420 9
 k = 1/50 (uniform load).
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Figure 1.2. Stress distribution for p* = 1.715, k = 1/50, p1L = 0.20 rad.
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Figure 1.3. Velocity distribution for p* = 1.420, k = 1/50 (uniform load).
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